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ABSTRACT 

 Historically, hypergolic propellants have utilized fuels based on hydrazine and its 

derivatives due to their good performance and short ignition delays with the commonly used 

hypergolic oxidizers. However, these fuels are highly toxic and require special handling 

precautions for their use.  

In recent years, amine-boranes have begun receiving attention as potential alternatives to 

these more conventional fuels. The simplest of these materials, ammonia borane (AB, NH3BH3) 

has been shown to be highly hypergolic with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA), with ignition 

delays as short as 0.6 milliseconds being observed under certain conditions. Additionally, 

thermochemical equilibrium calculations predict net gains in specific impulse when AB based 

fuels are used in place of the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels. As such, AB may serve as 

a relatively less hazardous alternative to the more standard hypergolic fuels.  

Presented in this work are the results of five major research efforts that were undertaken 

with the objective of developing high performance fuels based on ammonia borane as well as 

characterizing their combustion behavior. The first of these efforts was intended to better 

characterize the ignition delay of ammonia borane with WFNA as well as investigate various fuel 

binders for use with ammonia borane. Through these efforts, it was determined that Sylgard-184 

silicone elastomer produced properly curing fuel samples. Additionally, a particle size dependency 

was observed for the neat material, with the finer particles resulting in ignition delays as short as 

0.6 milliseconds, some of the shortest ever reported for a hypergolic solid fuel with WFNA.  

The objective of the second area of research was intended to adapt and demonstrate a 

temperature measurement technique known as phosphor thermography for use with burning solid 

propellants. Using this technique, the surface temperature of burning nitrocellulose (a 
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homogeneous solid propellant) was successfully measured through a propellant flame. During the 

steady burning period, average surface temperatures of 534 K were measured across the propellant 

surface. These measured values were in good agreement with surface temperature measurements 

obtained elsewhere with embedded thermocouples (T = 523 K). While not strictly related to 

ammonia borane, this work demonstrated the applicability of this technique for use in studying 

energetic materials, setting the groundwork for future efforts to adapt this technique further to 

studying the hypergolic ignition of ammonia borane.  

The third research area undertaken was to develop a novel high-speed multi-spectral 

imaging diagnostic for use in studying the ignition dynamics and flame structure of ammonia 

borane. Using this technique, the spectral emissions from BO, BO2, HBO2, and the B-H stretch 

mode of ammonia borane (and its decomposition products) were selectively imaged and new 

insights offered into the combustion behavior and hypergolic ignition dynamics of ammonia 

borane. After the fuel and oxidizer came into contact, a gas evolution stage was observed to 

precede ignition. During this gas evolution stage, emissions from HBO2 were observed, suggesting 

that the formation of HBO2 at the AB-nitric acid interface may help drive the initial reactant 

decomposition and thermal runaway that eventually results in ignition. After the nitric acid was 

consumed/dispersed, the AB samples began burning with the ambient air, forming a quasi-steady 

state diffusion controlled flame. Emission intensity profiles measured as a function of height above 

the pellet revealed the BO/BO2-based emissions to be strongest in the flame zone (corresponding 

to the highest gas temperatures). Within the inner fuel-rich region of the flame, the HBO2 emission 

intensity peaked closer to the fuel surface after which it unexpectedly began to decrease across the 

flame zone. This is seemingly in contradiction to the current understanding that HBO2 is a stable 
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product species and may suggest that for this system it is consumed to form BO2 and other boron 

oxides. 

The fourth area of research undertaken during this broader research effort investigated the 

use of ammonia borane and other amine borane additives on the ignition delay and predicted 

performance of novel hypergolic fuels based on tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA). Despite 

these materials being in some cases only sparingly soluble in TMEDA, solutions of ammonia 

borane, ethylenediamine bisborane, or tetramethylethylenediamine bisborane in TMEDA resulted 

in reductions of the mean ignition delays of 43-51%. These ignition delay reductions coupled with 

the significantly reduced toxicity of these fuels compared to the conventional hydrazine-based 

hypergolic fuels make them promising, safer alternatives to the more standard hypergolic fuels. 

Attempts were made to improve these ignition delays further by gelling the TMEDA, allowing for 

amine borane loadings beyond their respective solubility limits. Moving to these higher loadings 

had mixed results however, with the ignition delays of the AB/EDBB-based fuels increasing 

significantly with higher AB/EDBB loadings. The ignition delays of the TMEDABB-based fuels 

on the other hand decreased with increasing TMEDABB loadings, though the shortest were still 

comparable to those found with the saturated fuel solutions.  

The final research area that was undertaken was focused on scaling up and developing fuel 

formulations based on ammonia borane for use in a small-scale hypergolic hybrid rocket motor. 

Characterization of the regression rate behavior of these fuels under motor conditions suggested 

the fuel mass flow rate was driven primarily by the thermal decomposition of the ammonia borane. 

This mechanism is fundamentally different from that which governs the regression rate of most 

conventional solid fuels used in hybrid rockets as well as that of ethylenediamine bisborane, a 

similar material in the amine borane family of fuels. Understanding this governing mechanism 
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further may allow for its exploitation to enable high, nearly constant fuel mass flow rates 

independent of oxidizer mass fluxes. If successful, this would enable further optimization of the 

design for rocket systems utilizing these fuels, resulting in levels of performance that rival that of 

the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Since their discovery in the early 1930s, hypergolic propellants have been a mainstay of 

liquid rocket systems. This class of propellants consists of combinations of fuels and oxidizers that, 

upon contact, self-ignite through heat generated by chemical reactions between the fuel and 

oxidizer. This can simplify the overall complexity of rocket systems employing these propellants 

due to the elimination of a dedicated ignition source. While a wide range of fuel and oxidizer 

combinations exhibit this property, only a select few have offered the physical properties and 

performance necessary to make them viable in fielded rocket systems.  

While these propellants can be reliable and improve the versatility of systems using them, 

they are generally toxic and highly hazardous to handle. As such, there remains a significant drive 

to develop novel fuels and oxidizer that offer comparable (or better) performance without the 

drawbacks of the standard hypergolic propellants. Unfortunately, few viable alternatives have been 

found due to the complexity of the reactions governing hypergolic ignition making it difficult to 

predict the hypergolic characteristics of fuels/oxidizers based on their physical/chemical properties.  

1.2 Objectives 

The primary objective of both the previously performed work and the proposed work 

discussed here is to develop and characterize high-performance ammonia borane based solid fuels 

for use in hypergolic hybrid rocket motors. This will be achieved by progressing from small scale 

hypergolic ignition experiments (to better characterize ammonia borane) to lab scale hybrid motor 

testing. The regression rate and surface combustion behavior of these fuels under typical motor 

conditions will also be characterized using an optically accessible hybrid motor configuration. 
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Additionally, as ammonia borane is the simplest fuel in the broader amine-borane family 

of fuels, better understanding its combustion behavior may provide additional insights into the 

behavior of amine-boranes in general. As such, an additional objective of this work is to 

develop/adapt various diagnostic techniques (e.g., phosphor thermometry, multi-spectral imaging, 

etc.) to offer novel insights into the combustion behavior and, more importantly, the hypergolic 

ignition dynamics of these fuels. 

1.3 Organization 

The remainder of this document has been broken up into several chapters to aid in 

organizing the major aspects of this work. Chapter 2 is a literature review covering the major topics 

relevant to the previously performed work and proposed future research efforts.  

Chapters 3 through 7 cover the major research efforts that have been previously undertaken 

in the course of this work. Chapter 3 summarizes the initial efforts undertaken to further 

characterize the hypergolic behavior of ammonia borane in addition to investigating several 

different fuel binders for potential use with ammonia borane. The objectives of the work covered 

in chapter 4 was to investigate the feasibility of adapting phosphor thermography for use with 

homogeneous solid propellants. While not strictly relevant to the overall topic of this work, it 

served as an initial step towards further adapting this technique for use with hypergolic hybrid 

propellants. Chapter 5 covers a novel high-speed multi-spectral imaging technique used to 

investigate the ignition dynamics and flame structure of ammonia borane. Chapter 6 covers 

experimental efforts investigating the impacts of ammonia borane (and other amine borane 

additives) on the ignition delay and predicted performance of TMEDA (a less hazardous 

alternative to hydrazine).  Chapter 7 discusses and presents efforts undertaken to scale up and test 

fuel grains based on ammonia borane in a hypergolic hybrid rocket motor operating with white 
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fuming nitric acid as the oxidizer. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a brief overview of the major 

conclusions obtained during this work as well as some suggestions for future research directions. 
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 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Hypergolic propellants 

Unlike conventional liquid bi-propellant systems that require the use of a dedicated ignition 

system, hypergolic propellants are uniquely capable of self-ignition upon contact between the fuel 

and oxidizer. Not only does this capability reduce the overall complexity of any systems employing 

these propellants (by not requiring a separate ignition system), but it also makes these systems 

capable of reliable reignition for more complex flight profiles. 

For most systems actively fielding hypergolic propellants, the oxidizers most commonly 

used are typically based on nitric acid, nitrogen tetroxide (NTO, N2O4), or some combination of 

the two. While concentrated hydrogen peroxide (i.e., high-test hydrogen peroxide) exhibits 

hypergolic ignition behavior with a number of different fuels, the self-decomposition it undergoes 

(forming oxygen and water) can introduce long-term storage concerns. On the fuel side, these 

systems typically utilize a fuel based on hydrazine or its derivatives (e.g., monomethyl hydrazine, 

unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine). The non-cryogenic nature of these propellants makes them 

storable for long term use (i.e., maneuvering systems for satellites/spacecraft) or for missile 

systems that are kept in launch-ready status for extended durations. While these fuels and oxidizers 

offer good performance and have been well characterized, the health hazards associated with them 

has led to considerable research into potential alternatives that maintain (or improve) performance 

while being safer to handle. To date however, a limited understanding of the fundamental chemical 

kinetics that govern hypergolic ignition processes has hindered the development of viable 

alternatives [1, 2]. 

When evaluating the performance of novel hypergolic propellant combinations, one of the 

more pertinent parameters to consider is the ignition delay (i.e., how long it takes for ignition to 
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occur after the fuel and oxidizer come into contact). This parameter is particularly relevant for 

liquid bipropellant hypergolic propellants, as they begin mixing upon contact. If the ignition delay 

of a given propellant combination is too long, an excessive amount of fuel and oxidizer can 

accumulate and mix within a motor’s combustion chamber. Once ignition does occur, the rapid 

ignition and combustion of the accumulated propellants results in a large pressure spike 

(commonly referred to as a “hard start”). Depending on the magnitude of this pressure spike, in 

some cases this can result in damage occurring to the combustion chamber or potentially even an 

explosion. While short ignition delays are generally ideal (particularly for reaction control systems 

used for attitude control), care must be taken to ensure that the fuels and oxidizers do not 

impinge/combust too close to the injector as this can result in damage to the injector assembly. 

This can often be mitigated through careful injector design, however. 

2.2 Amine-boranes 

Amine-boranes, as their name suggests, are a family of compounds that consist of a base 

amine that has been complexed with borane (BH3) adducts [2, 3]. It has been demonstrated 

previously that the complexation of amines with borane adducts can result in dramatic 

improvements in the ignition delay of these materials compared to the base amine material [2]. For 

example, while ammonia is not hypergolic with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA), ammonia 

borane has been shown to be highly hypergolic with WFNA, with sub-millisecond ignition delays 

being reported in some cases [2-6]. Additionally, converting an amine to its corresponding amine-

borane can help mitigate some of the safety hazards associated with them, as many amine boranes 

are air-stable solid materials compared to the base amines that are generally liquid/gaseous 

materials [2, 3, 7].   
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Amine-boranes were first considered for use as hypergolic fuels by Gao and Shreeve in 

2012, where they evaluated ammonia borane, hydrazine borane, and hydrazine bisborane as 

additives for ionic liquid hypergolic fuels [8]. However, boranes (and other boron hydrides) have 

long been considered for use in propulsive applications, most notably during the 1940s and 1950s 

for potential high energy jet fuels [9]. Likewise, the hypergolic properties of amine-based materials 

(including hydrazine and other related materials) have been investigated extensively since the early 

years of liquid rocket propellant research [1, 2, 10]. Much of the amine-borane hypergolic 

propellant work that followed Gao and Shreeve’s initial work has been performed at Purdue 

University. Ramachandran et al. and Pfeil Et al. investigated a number of different amines and 

their corresponding amine-boranes to better characterize the hypergolic nature of these fuels [2, 

3]. Following this initial work, Pfeil et al. proceeded to further investigate ethylenediamine 

bisborane (EDBB) for use as a hypergolic solid fuel, eventually culminating a series of small scale 

motor tests being performed with WFNA as the oxidizer [7, 11]. Triethylamine borane (TEAB, a 

liquid amine borane) has also been shown considerable promise with ignition delays (with WFNA) 

comparable to MMH with RFNA [12-14] . 

While it is the simplest compound in the amine-borane family of fuels, ammonia borane 

(NH3BH3) appears to be one of the more promising fuels for potential use in propulsion 

applications. First synthesized by Shore and Perry in 1955, ammonia borane has historically been 

studied primarily for its potential use as a solid-state hydrogen storage medium [15-18]. While 

only containing 19.6% hydrogen by mass, the higher density of ammonia borane (being a solid 

material) results in a higher hydrogen density than liquid hydrogen itself without requiring 

cryogenic storage systems.  
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Despite all the research related to ammonia borane since it was first synthesized, its 

hypergolic ignition behavior has only recently been reported. Initial ignition delay experiments 

performed by Gao and Shreeve reported ignition delays with WFNA on the order of 80 

milliseconds [8]. However, Ramachandran et al. found consistent ignition delays of 2 milliseconds 

for AB when tested with WFNA [2]. Further studies of the ignition delay of AB with WFNA have 

been more consistent with the results reported by Ramachandran et al., with ignition delays as 

short as 0.6 milliseconds being observed in some cases [2-6].  

One of the issues that has prevented additional studies of ammonia borane in solid and hybrid 

propellant systems is the fact that AB is incompatible with many of the fuel binders commonly in 

use. Lee et al. investigated using ammonia borane in a HTPB-AP composite propellant and found 

that adding AB prevented the propellant from curing properly [19]. Lee argued that the AB was 

likely reacting with the isocyanates and, as a result, preventing the full crosslinking of the HTPB. 

Considering this, Weismiller et al. incorporated ammonia borane into paraffin wax (a 

thermoplastic material) to successfully prepare fuel grains for use in a hybrid motor with gaseous 

oxygen [20]. While the addition of 10% AB (by mass) to the fuel grain improve the fuel’s 

regression rate slightly, 20% and 50% AB loadings resulted in net decreases in the regression rate 

compared to the baseline paraffin grains [20]. Despite this however, the tests performed with these 

fuel grains resulted in high combustion efficiencies (e.g., greater than 90%) for all the tested 

loadings of AB. 

2.3 Hybrid propellants 

As their name suggests, hybrid propellants are a class of rocket propellants that occupy a 

sort of middle ground between conventional solid and liquid propellants. Unlike these more 

conventional propellants where the fuel and oxidizer exist in the same physical state, the fuel and 
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oxidizer for hybrid propellant systems are stored in separate physical states. For “classical” hybrid 

configurations (with a typical hybrid motor configuration shown in Figure 1, the fuel is typically 

a solid whereas the oxidizer is a liquid/gas. “Reverse” hybrids (i.e., a solid oxidizer and 

liquid/gaseous fuel) have been investigated, though work along these lines has been relatively 

limited.  

 

Figure 1: Typical hybrid rocket motor schematic [21] 

The phase difference between the fuel and oxidizer makes hybrid systems inherently safer 

than solid/liquid systems as the fuel and oxidizer cannot mix intimately should a failure occur. 

Additionally, depending on the exact fuel composition used, the relatively inert nature of the solid 

fuels used for these systems greatly reduces the hazards associated with 

manufacturing/transporting the fuel grains. In comparison to liquid bi-propellant systems, hybrid 

systems are also simpler as only one flow system is required instead of the two required for liquid 

bi-propellants. Hybrid propellants can also offer improved versatility relative to solid propellants 

as the oxidizer can throttled as needed for more complex flight profiles and, in some cases, shut 

off entirely. 

Hybrid propellants aren’t without their drawbacks, however. While having the fuel and 

oxidizer in different physical states makes these systems safer, it does limit the rate at which the 

two can interact during normal operations. Additionally, the solid fuels used in hybrid systems 

generally suffer from relatively slow regression rates resulting in low fuel mass flow rates. 

Compensating for these low fuel regression rates generally requires complex multi-port grain 
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geometries (e.g., Figure 2), increasing the complexity of grain manufacturing. As these grains 

cannot be burned to completion due to the potential for fuel slivers being ejected from the grain 

and potentially clogging the nozzle, some fraction of the fuel mass is retained, effectively 

increasing the system inert mass. Depending on the required thrust profile, these complex multi-

port grain designs may also have poor bulk densities due to the empty volume required for the 

initial fuel surface area.  

 

Figure 2: Example multiport hybrid fuel grain design before (A) and after (B) firing [22] 

 As the fuel and oxidizer are stored separately for hybrid motors, the mechanics that govern 

the regression rate are much different than those of solid propellants. The burning rate of solid 

propellants is primarily dependent on pressure (though other factors can play a role as well) as per 

the relation,  

r = aP  

where r is the burning rate, P is the chamber pressure, and a/n are empirically obtained coefficients 

for a given propellant formulation [23]. For hybrid propellants however, as the oxidizer is injected 
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into the combustion chamber separately from the fuel, the combustion behavior is largely diffusion 

controlled.  

Early work by Marxman, Wooldridge, Muzzy, and others in the 1960’s resulted in a 

boundary-layer heat-transfer-limited model for the flame structure/combustion behavior of hybrid 

propellants [24-27]. An illustration of the proposed combustion model can be found in Figure 3. 

Within the boundary layer, distinct oxidizer and fuel rich regions form in the upper and lower 

regions of the boundary layer respectively, with the flame zone being situated between the two. 

As the name suggests, the regression rate for the heat-transfer-limited model is strongly dependent 

on the rate at which heat is transferred to the solid fuel through convection [21, 24, 26, 27]. For 

hybrid propellants that do not exhibit significant thermal radiation, the regression rate for the heat-

transfer-limited model was expressed by Marxman, Wooldridge, and Muzzy to be 

𝜌 �̇� = 0.036𝐺 .
𝑥

µ

.

𝐵 .  

where 𝜌  is the solid fuel density, �̇� is the regression rate, G is the local mass flux, x is the distance 

from the leading edge of the fuel grain, µ is the viscosity of the oxidizer gas flow, and B is the 

mass transfer number/blowing coefficient for the system. As the regression rate is largely 

dominated by the mass flux G, this relation is often simplified to the form 

�̇� = 𝑎𝐺  

where a and n are empirical constants associated with a given propellant formulation/system 

configuration. 
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Figure 3: Hybrid propellant flame structure [23] 

 While Marxman’s heat-transfer-limited model predicted regression rates that were in good 

agreement with experimental results for relatively simple systems, it did not account for the 

pressure dependencies observed for under certain experimental conditions [28]. Smoot and Price 

performed a series of slab burner hybrid experiments with a variety of fuel and oxidizer 

combinations as well as varying operating conditions [28-32]. Following a similar analysis as 

Marxman et al. and incorporating the effects of condensed species at the wall, Smoot and Price 

developed regression rate equations  

ṙ = 0.03
G .

ρ λ

µ

x

.

ln 1 +
λB

Pr /
 

ṙ = 0.023
G .

ρ λ

µ

D

.

ln 1 +
λB

Pr /
 

for turbulent boundary layer and fully developed boundary layer cases respectively [21, 28, 29].  
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As with Marxman’s results, Smoot and Price’s regression rate equation predicted the 

regression rate to scale with mass flux to the 0.8th power. While this was in good agreement with 

experimental results for low mass fluxes, Smoot and Price found that for higher mass fluxes and 

low pressures, the regression rate behavior begins to diverge from the predicted G .  behavior, 

becoming largely flux independent. Within this high mass flux regime, the regression rate was 

found to increase with pressure for a given mass flux until the value predicted by the G .  relation 

is reached [28]. While the exact behavior varied depending on the fuel/oxidizer used, the trends 

observed by Smoot and Price were generally similar to the results shown in Figure 4. To better 

reflect this behavior, Smoot and Price suggested the empirical relation for the regression rate, 

�̇� =
𝑎𝑏𝐺 . 𝑃

𝑎𝐺 . + 𝑏𝑃
 

where P is the motor chamber pressure and a/b/n are empirical constants corresponding to a 

particular fuel/oxidizer formulation. 

 

Figure 4: Regression rate behavior as a function of mass flux and burner pressure for butyl 
rubber grains with gaseous fluorine [28] 
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 The exact cause for this pressure dependence at high mass fluxes has resulted in 

considerable debate within the hybrid propellant research community [21, 33]. While the 

explanations offered varied from system-to-system (and researcher to researcher), the cause of this 

pressure dependency is generally argued to fall into one of three categories: 1) heterogeneous 

surface reactions due to the oxidizer reaching the solid fuel, 2) gas phase chemical kinetics, and 3) 

some combination of 1) and 2) [21]. For hypergolic hybrid propellants, where liquid oxidizer often 

impinges directly on the fuel surface, the potential role of surface reactions on the fuel regression 

rate is particularly relevant. Experimental studies of hypergolic hybrid have shown to some extent 

evidence of heterogeneous surface oxidation, though direct observations of this behavior have yet 

to be made [7, 28, 29, 31, 34-36]. The pressure threshold below which the regression rate of solid 

fuels shows a pressure dependence varies considerably in the literature with mass flux and 

fuel/oxidizer composition [28-31, 33-37]. In practice however this pressure threshold is generally 

thought to be somewhere in the range of 150-250 psia [28, 29, 31, 37]. 

2.4 Phosphor Thermography 

While embedded thermocouples have been historically used for measuring the surface 

temperature of burning solid propellants, they suffer from significant thermal lag, making them 

unsuitable for studying combustion phenomena requiring fast temporal responses. Additionally, 

by virtue of their physical size, thermocouples have an averaging effect which can introduce 

additional errors when investing thin reaction/combustion zones. While these effects can be 

mitigated to some extent by reducing the size of the thermocouple, doing so can result in 

material/reliability issues. 

In more recent years, a technique known as phosphor thermography has been receiving 

increased attention as a potential alternative to other more established techniques. Phosphor 
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thermography is an optical temperature measurement technique that makes use of the temperature 

dependent emissions or decay time of excited thermographic phosphor particles. Generally, these 

materials consist of a ceramic host material (e.g. Al2O3, Y2O3, ZnO, etc.) that has been doped with 

rare-earth or transition metal activator ions (e.g. Cr+3, Eu+3, etc.) [38]. When these particles absorb 

energy from an excitation source (typically a laser), the rate at which the activator ions return to 

their ground state is controlled by competing radiative and non-radiative processes. As the name 

implies, the radiative energy transfer mechanism corresponds to the emission of a photon. For the 

non-radiative transfer mode, the absorbed energy is transferred between different energy modes, 

resulting in a net change in the particle’s internal energy. This corresponds to a change in the 

populations of the vibrational levels for the ground and excited states which in turn affects the 

strength/position of the allowed spectral lines [39]. Like pyrometry and other optical temperature 

measurement techniques, phosphor thermography is a relatively less intrusive technique. As this 

technique requires adding phosphor particles to the system of interest, the concentration of 

phosphor particles used will determine how much the system is affected.  

 Most applications using phosphor thermography for performing temperature 

measurements use either the lifetime decay or intensity ratio methods. As its name suggests, the 

lifetime decay method makes use of the fact that the intensity of the phosphor emissions decays 

roughly exponentially according to, 

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼 exp −
𝑡

𝜏
, (1) 

where I  is the initial emission intensity, I(t) is the time dependent intensity, t is the time, and 𝜏 is 

the decay time constant of the phosphor [40]. As the temperature of the phosphor particles 

increases, the lifetime of the phosphor emission decreases. By recording the decay at a number of 

different known temperatures, the exponential decay curves can be fit to a measured intensity 
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lifetime curve and provide the corresponding temperature. While this method is generally 

considered more accurate than the intensity ratio method, it is often limited to point measurements 

unless a detector system with adequate time resolution is utilized [40]. 

  For the intensity ratio method, the intensity of two different spectral bands relevant to the 

emission spectrum of a given phosphor are measured after which the ratio of these intensities is 

taken [38]. The exact spectral bands (and corresponding optical filters) used will vary greatly 

depending on the type of phosphor used. As the emission spectrum of thermographic phosphor 

particles varies with temperature, the resulting ratio of the spectral band intensities will also be 

temperature dependent. By measuring the ratio of the intensities from these spectral bands at a 

variety of known temperatures, a calibration relationship can be obtained which can then be used 

to convert measured intensity ratios into temperature. The exact relationship between the intensity 

ratio and temperature as well as the useful temperature range for a given phosphor can be modified 

slightly for a given system by varying the spectral bands used.  

 Depending on the type of detector used, this technique can be used to perform zero, one, 

or two-dimensional temperature measurements [38]. When used for performing two-dimensional 

temperature measurements, a single camera or detector with a filter wheel can be used to record 

one image after the other if the test case is static, slowly varying, or repeatable. However, this 

approach is often inadequate for more dynamic test cases as slight changes in the surface 

temperature (and thus the phosphor emissions) between laser pulses/frame acquisitions can cause 

the measured temperature to vary from the actual temperature. As such, it’s necessary to utilize a 

two-detector configuration to ensure that the two recorded images are captured at the same moment 

in time. Alternatively, a single detector equipped with a stereoscope or image doubling system can 

be used so the two filtered images are captured on a single detector at the same time [40]. 
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Maintaining proper alignment between the acquired images is critical for obtaining useful results 

with this technique, particularly for systems with spatial temperature variations. If the phosphor 

emissions from different locations on the sample surface are used for obtaining the intensity ratio, 

the resulting temperature can differ greatly from the actual temperature.  

 Depending on the application and expected temperature range, the type of phosphor 

appropriate for obtaining temperature measurements will vary. For high temperature applications, 

it is often preferred that the phosphor used will emit at shorter/bluer wavelengths of light to reduce 

interference occurring from blackbody radiation [40]. Phosphors emitting at shorter wavelengths 

typically have shorter lifetimes as well, enabling them to be used in experiments requiring high 

temporal resolution. This also enables shorter exposure times to be used to reduce the influence of 

background emissions, for example from hot gases or particles above a surface, on the measured 

intensities [41]. Särner et al. investigated several different blue emitting phosphors of which zinc 

and gallium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Zn and ZnO:Ga respectively) were shown to be highly 

temperature sensitive for temperatures between room temperature and 950 K [42]. ZnO:Ga was 

successfully utilized by Casey et al. to visualize hot spot formation and growth around non-reacting 

crystals of octahydro 1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX) within a simplified plastic 

bonded explosive when subjected to ultrasonic excitation [43]. 

 Phosphor thermography has been successfully demonstrated previously for use in 

measuring the surface temperatures of burning solid fuels. Goss et al. presented one of the earliest 

successful attempts to use this technique for this purpose with their work measuring the surface 

temperature of a plastic material as it decomposed via laser heating [44]. Later, Vander wal et al. 

used this approach to measure the surface temperature of the ash layer of a burning charcoal 

briquette as well as other thermally thin fuels (ashless filter paper, Kimwipes, etc.) [45]. More 
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recently, this technique has been adapted by Omrane et al. to measure the burning surface 

temperature of various construction materials (low-density fiberboard, poly(methyl methacrylate), 

etc.) [46-49].  
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 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HYPERGOLIC IGNITION DELAY 
OF AMMONIA BORANE 

3.1 Introduction 

Historically, hypergolic propellant systems have utilized fuels based on hydrazine and its 

derivatives (e.g. monomethyl hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine, etc.). While these 

fuels are well characterized and offer the performance generally required for these systems, they 

are highly toxic and hazardous to handle prior to use. As such, there is a strong motivation to 

develop alternative fuels that offer similar (or better) performance while being less hazardous than 

the fuels currently in use. 

 Hypergolic hybrid propellants using less toxic fuels have the potential to improve the 

safety, reliability, and versatility of rocket systems. Unlike conventional solid propellants, hybrid 

propellants can be throttled and, in some cases, quenched and reignited as required. This makes 

them suitable for applications requiring more complex mission or flight profiles. The fact that the 

fuel and oxidizer exist in different physical states makes hybrid systems inherently safer than liquid 

systems as the phase difference prevents rapid mixing in the event a failure should occur.  

 One fuel of interest as a hypergolic solid fuel is ammonia borane (NH3BH3) [2, 3, 8]. Under 

typical atmospheric conditions, ammonia borane is a stable solid material with 19.6 percent 

hydrogen by mass. Though much of the research related to ammonia borane has focused on its 

potential as a solid-state hydrogen storage medium [15, 17, 18], its high hydrogen density makes 

it an attractive fuel for use in rocket systems also. Though it was first synthesized by Shore and 

Parry in 1955 [16], the hypergolic behavior of ammonia borane has only recently been reported by 

Gao and Shreeve [8]. Initial results published by Gao and Shreeve suggested ignition delays on 

the order of 80 milliseconds when tested with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA). However, further 
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investigation by Ramachandran et al. found consistent ignition delays as short as 2 milliseconds 

when used with WFNA [2]. These are some of the shortest ever reported for solid hypergolic fuels 

and could enable ammonia borane to serve as a viable replacement for existing hypergolic liquid 

fuels. 

 In the time since it was first synthesized, new synthesis methods have been developed that 

have the potential to improve the yield of ammonia borane production while simultaneously 

helping to reduce the cost of synthesis. Ramachandran et al. recently published a water promoted 

synthesis procedure that produced high yields of ammonia borane with the potential for use in 

large scale production [50]. At the same time, this procedure is both more cost efficient and safer 

than previous synthesis methods. These recent developments make ammonia borane more feasible 

for use in hybrid propulsion systems.  The objective of this work is to further characterize ammonia 

borane as a solid fuel for use in hypergolic hybrid propulsion systems, particularly the ammonia 

borane produced using this latest novel synthesis method. Efforts devoted to finding a fuel binder 

that successfully cures with AB as well as the resulting ignition delays with AB incorporated into 

this binder are also presented. 

3.2 Experimental Methods 

3.2.1 Fuels 

 Much of the ammonia borane used in this study was prepared at the H. C. Brown Center 

for Borane Research at Purdue University. For comparison, commercially available ammonia 

borane purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was tested also. 

 A number of different fuel binders were investigated for use with ammonia borane. Prior 

to the addition of ammonia borane, the different binder components were mixed together (aside 

from RTV silicone, which was supplied premixed). Polybutadiene acrylonitrile (PBAN) and 
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carboxyl terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) binders were mixed with Der-331 liquid epoxy resin 

and cured at 140ºF. Hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) polymer was mixed with 

isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and allowed to cure at room temperature. The commercially 

available epoxies (specifically Loctite brand 2-hr epoxy and Epoxies, etc. brand flexible epoxy) 

were mixed with equal parts resin and hardener. Sylgard®-184 silicone elastomer was prepared 

using a 10:1 base:curative ratio and cured at room temperature for 48 hours. 

 Ammonia borane composite fuel pellets were prepared by first mixing the Sylgard®-184 

base and curative components in a 10:1 ratio by mass. After hand mixing the binder for several 

minutes, the ammonia borane was gradually added to the mixture and mixed again by hand. Once 

the ammonia borane was sufficiently wetted by the binder, the mixture was then mixed further on 

a Resodyn LabRAM resonant mixer for 3 minutes at 80G’s acceleration. The mixture was then 

placed in a vacuum chamber operating at approximately 0.2 psi for 10 minutes to remove any 

entrained air in the mixture. When mixed at high solids loading (80% by mass), the Sylgard®-

184-AB mixture was too dry to be cast-cured into molds. To enable ignition delay testing of high 

solids loading Sylgard®-184-AB pellets, the mixture was split into roughly 0.25-gram samples 

and pressed into near maximum density 1 cm diameter pellets for 3 minutes at 10000 psi output 

pressure using a hydraulic press and pellet press die. After pressing, the pellets were cured for 

several days at room temperature prior to testing.  

3.2.2 Ignition Delay 

 White fuming nitric acid (WFNA) ignition delay testing was performed using the 

experimental set up shown in Figure 5. All tests were performed at ambient conditions in air. The 

99% purity WFNA used in these tests was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was dropped using 

a 100µl gastight syringe positioned approximately 17.8 cm above the AB samples. AB samples 
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were placed either on a graphite burn plate or in a PTFE crucible and positioned under the tip of 

the syringe so that the WFNA droplet fell directly onto the AB. Upon completing a test, any 

residual AB and WFNA was cleaned from the plate/crucible using deionized water to prevent 

contamination of future tests. Drop tests were recorded using a color Phantom v7.3 camera and 

illuminated using a 3x4 array of Cree XLamp XP-G Star LEDs. The ignition delay was defined as 

the time that passed from when the oxidizer droplet first came into contact with the fuel to when 

the first visible light was observed as illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 5: WFNA drop test experimental configuration 

   

Figure 6: Initial contact between AB and oxidizer droplet (left), First visible light (center), 
Flame spreads to surrounding particles (right) 

  Nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) ignition delay tests were performed using a similar experimental 

set up. Gaseous NTO was allowed to flow into a custom Graham style condenser with cooling 

water flowing through the coolant jacket. After cooling and condensing the liquid NTO to 
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approximately 5 ºC, a small valve was opened, releasing a single drop of liquid NTO that then 

impacted the ammonia borane powder. 

3.3 Results and Analysis 

3.3.1 Effects of synthesis method on ignition delay 

 Much of the ammonia borane used later in this study was prepared using the novel water 

promoted synthesis method developed by Ramachandran et al. [50]. As such, it was necessary to 

characterize the ammonia borane produced using this method in comparison to other methods. 

Specifically, ammonia borane produced using the water promoted synthesis method was compared 

with an ammonia promoted synthesis method [51] as well as a conventional synthesis method [52]. 

To reduce the effects of varying particle size on ignition delay, the AB used for these initial tests 

was sieved into two particle size ranges: 45<D<150 μm, and D>150 μm. These particle size ranges 

were selected to provide a comparison with previously published work by Pfeil et al. [3]. To 

provide the most accurate comparison between the different synthesis methods, the primary focus 

of these initial tests was comparing the ammonia borane in the 45-150 μm particle size range. As 

the synthesis method used to produce it was unknown, the ammonia borane purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich was used as provided to provide only a rough comparison with the other synthesis 

methods. 

 Ignition delay drop tests were performed using the experimental configuration shown in 

Figure 5. The results of these tests can be found summarized in Table 1. It was observed that the 

different synthesis methods produced ammonia borane with comparable ignition delays. However, 

surprisingly the commercially available AB had ignition delays consistently much shorter than the 

other synthesized AB.  
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 At first glance, the Sigma-Aldrich AB appeared to be mostly larger particles. However, it 

was later observed that while there were some large particles in the Sigma-Aldrich supplied AB, 

many of these particles were aggregates of much finer particles. Representative images obtained 

using a Hirox KH-8700 optical microscope showing this contrast can be seen in Figure 7. For 

comparison, optical microscope images of the AB synthesized at Purdue can be seen in Figure 8. 

The number weighted particle size distributions were then obtained through use of ImageJ open-

source image processing software. These size distributions (seen in Figure 9), show that the AB 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was heavily skewed towards particles much finer than the sieved 

AB tested while the Purdue synthesized AB had a wider distribution. The number weighted 

distributions were then converted to volume weighted distributions by assuming the AB particles 

to be roughly spherical. As there were a small number of relatively large particles in both samples, 

the volume weighted distributions tended to skew more towards larger particles even though most 

of the particles were smaller. In addition, as the optical microscope images show that the particles 

are irregular in shape, the spherical particle assumption likely overestimated the volume for the 

larger particles. In any case, as the different types of sieved AB synthesized at Purdue University 

produced similar ignition delays for particles within the same particle size range, this would 

indicate that the shorter ignition delays observed with the Sigma-Aldrich AB was potentially a 

result of the finer particles present in the tested samples. 
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Table 1 AB-WFNA ignition delay testing results 

AB synthesis method 
Particle size 
range (μm) 

Mean 
ignition 

delay (ms) 

Standard 
deviation (ms) 

Number 
of tests 

Ramachandran et al. [52] 
45<d<150 8.00 2.18 3 

d>150 6.50 N/A* 1 

Ramachandran et al. [51] 
45<d<150 5.17 2.08 3 

d>150 15.00 N/A* 1 

Ramachandran et al. [50] 
45<d<150 6.50 1.32 3 

d>150 7.67 2.08 3 
Sigma-Aldrich 
(commercial) 

Unsieved 1.83 0.29 3 
     

*As only a single test was successfully performed for these particle size ranges, the 
standard deviation could not be calculated 
and the mean listed is the actual ignition delay for that particular test 

        

 

   

Figure 7: Optical microscope images of ammonia borane purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
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Figure 8: Optical microscope images of ammonia borane synthesized at Purdue University 

  

 

Figure 9: Number weighted particle size distributions (left), Volume weight particle size 
distributions (right) 

3.3.2 Nitrogen tetroxide ignition delay testing 

 As nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) is one of the more commonly used hypergolic oxidizers, a set 

of ignition delay tests were performed with AB and condensed NTO. Prior to testing, the ammonia 

borane used for these tests was sieved into the same particle size ranges used for the WFNA 

ignition delay tests. The results of these tests are listed in Table 2. While there was significant 
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variation between tests, in general ignition delays were much longer when NTO was used in place 

of WFNA. One possible explanation for this trend may be that the reaction mechanism between 

AB and NTO is inherently slower than that of AB and WFNA. This would only be compounded 

by the fact that the NTO was chilled to 5°C to keep it condensed while the WFNA was tested at 

room temperature, possibly slowing the rate of the chemical reactions between the AB and NTO. 

In any case, the longer ignition delays resulting from the AB-NTO combination would increase 

the risk of hard starts if used in an actual rocket motor. As such, no further tests were performed 

using NTO. 

Table 2 AB-NTO ignition delay testing results 

AB synthesis method 
Particle 

size range 
(µm) 

Mean 
ignition 

delay (ms) 

Standard 
deviation 

(ms) 

Number 
of tests 

Ramachandran et al. 
[50] 

45<d<150 102.67 58.07 3 
d>150 57.59 49.97 3 

     

3.3.3 Particle Size Dependency 

 Previous work published by Bernard et al. found that the ignition delay for single particle 

solid-liquid hypergolic systems was directly proportional to the square root of the initial particle 

diameter for the fuels tested (p-phenylenediamine and furfuraldazine) [53]. However, Ranjendran 

et al. observed an inconsistent trend for several different thiocarbohydrazone based fuels (e.g. 

Benzaldehyde thiocarbohydrazone, furfuraldehyde thiocarbohydrazone, p-hydroxybenzaldehyde 

thiocarbohydrazone, etc.) with some having ignition delays remaining roughly constant with 

changing particle size while others had increasing ignition delays for smaller particle sizes [54].  

 Additional ignition delay tests were performed to determine if the ignition delay of 

ammonia borane shows a similar dependency on particle size. Ammonia borane samples (both 
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synthesized at Purdue and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) were sieved into the much more precise 

particle size ranges: D<45 μm (-325 mesh), 45<D<90 μm (-170 +325 mesh), 90<D<150 μm (-100 

+170 mesh), 150<D<212 μm (-70 +100 mesh), and D>212 μm (+70 mesh). To ensure adequate 

amounts of the smaller particles were available for testing, some of the ammonia borane was 

ground using a mortar and pestle prior to sieving.  

 Ignition delay tests were again performed using the experimental configuration shown in 

Figure 5. To improve repeatability between tests as well as promote better contact between the 

ammonia borane and WFNA droplet, the AB was placed in a small PTFE crucible prior to each 

test. To help mitigate some of the effects of the WFNA absorbing moisture from the ambient air 

over time, the testing order for the different particle sizes was randomized. After performing a test 

for a given particle size range, a different size range was used for the following test until three tests 

were performed for each of the particle size ranges.  

 The results of the particle size dependency testing can be found summarized in Table 3 and 

representative ignition delay tests can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11. For AB from both sources, 

a general trend of ignition delays increasing with increasing particle size was observed. As the 

Purdue synthesized AB had a higher degree of variation between tests, this trend is more clearly 

observed with the Sigma-Aldrich AB which was more consistent. Sieving into similar size ranges 

helped to reduce the difference in ignition delay observed between the two types of AB during 

initial testing. However, the ignition delays of the commercial AB were generally still shorter than 

the Purdue synthesized AB, with some ignition delays being as short as 0.6 milliseconds for the 

D<45 μm particles. As the particle size distribution obtained for the Sigma-Aldrich AB (Figure 9) 

showed that much of the commercial AB was on the order of 5-20 μm, it’s possible that the Purdue 

synthesized AB was simply not ground to the same extent prior to sieving. This would result in 
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the Purdue AB being relatively larger than the commercial AB while still passing the 325 mesh 

(45 μm) sieve. 

 For both types of AB tested, the most significant test-to-test variation was found to occur 

for the D>212 μm particles. This may have resulted from some smaller particles clumping into 

larger aggregates prior to sieving resulting in both large particles and aggregates of small particles 

in the samples tested. Regardless, almost all the samples ignite in less than 10 ms on average. 

Table 3 AB-WFNA ignition delay particle size dependency results 

AB synthesis method 
Particle 

size range 
(μm) 

Mean 
ignition 

delay (ms) 

Standard 
deviation 

(ms) 

Number 
of tests 

Ramachandran et al.  
[50] 

D<45 4.400 5.200 3 
45<D<90 4.133 1.419 3 

90<D<150 4.533 1.943 3 
150<D<212 8.133 4.496 3 

D>212 22.200 20.117 3 

Sigma-Aldrich 
(Commercial)  

D<45 0.733 0.231 3 
45<D<90 1.467 0.115 3 

90<D<150 3.000 1.562 3 
150<D<212 4.000 1.000 3 

D>212 6.133 2.686 3 
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Figure 10: Image sequence of typical ignition delay test of AB powder with WFNA (Sigma-
Aldrich, D<45 micron). 

 

     

     

Figure 11: Image sequence of typical ignition delay test of AB powder with WFNA (Sigma-
Aldrich, D>212 micron). 

3.3.4 Fuel Binder Compatibility Testing 

 For ammonia borane to be used in a conventional hybrid propellant system, it must first be 

mixed with a fuel binder to create a fuel grain with adequate mechanical properties. One of the 

major issues that has prevented further study of ammonia borane in solid and hybrid propellant 

formulations is that ammonia borane is incompatible with many of the fuel binders commonly 
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used in propellant formulations [3]. Lee et al. investigated using ammonia borane in a typical 

HTPB-AP composite propellant and found that adding ammonia borane to the propellant 

formulation resulted in the propellants failing to cure [19]. Lee suggested that the ammonia borane 

interfered with the crosslinking process used to cure the HTPB. Weismiller et al. successfully 

performed small scale motor tests using paraffin wax as a binder for ammonia borane, though the 

mechanical properties of paraffin may make it less than ideal for use as a fuel binder [20].  

 In an attempt to find a more suitable binder for use with ammonia borane, a series of binder 

compatibility tests were performed with a number of different binders. A list of the different 

binders tested as well as the results of the tests can be found in Table 4. Initial compatibility tests 

were performed at relatively high solids loadings (i.e., above 50 percent). However, it was 

observed that for these higher solids loadings incompatibilities present were often obscured by the 

low amount of binder in the mixtures. When these same mixtures were tested at lower solids 

loadings (i.e., 10-20 percent), the incompatibilities became more obvious and thus all further 

compatibility testing was performed at low solids loadings.  

Table 4 Binder compatibility testing results 

Binder Notes 
HTPB, cured with IPDI Did not cure 

PBAN, cured with Der-331 
Cured with small voids, foamed at low solids 

loading 

CTPB, cured with Der-331 
Cured with small voids, foamed at low solids 

loading 
Epoxies, etc. black flexible 

epoxy 
Cured with small voids, foamed at low solids 

loading 
RTV Cured with small voids 

Loctite 2-hr epoxy Cured 
Sylgard®-184 Cured 
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 One of the first compatible binders found was the commercially available Loctite brand 

2-hour epoxy which produced properly curing fuel samples. However, the filler materials present 

in this epoxy (silica, calcium carbonate, etc.) would likely hurt performance of any hybrid motor 

using this formulation and thus alternatives were pursued. Further study revealed that Sylgard®-

184 silicone elastomer cured properly with ammonia borane at low solids loadings when cured at 

room temperature. However, when elevated temperature cures were attempted at 140ºF, bubbles 

and voids were observed in the cured samples. Thus, all samples used in this study were cured at 

room temperature.  

3.3.5 Fuel Pellet Ignition Delay Testing 

 Ignition delay tests performed on the prepared Sylgard®-184-AB pellets used the 

experimental configuration seen in Figure 5. The Sylgard-AB pellets were prepared using AB 

synthesized at Purdue University using the previously discussed water-promoted synthesis method 

[50].The AB particle size was varied for the Sylgard®-184-AB pellets to determine whether the 

previously observed particle size dependency on ignition delay persisted when the AB was mixed 

with a binder. The results of these tests can be found tabulated in Table 5. For comparison, several 

ignition delay tests were also performed on pressed 100% AB pellets. However, these pellets were 

difficult to ignite, with some requiring several drops of WFNA before ignition would occur. As 

this behavior made it difficult to obtain an accurate ignition delay, these results were not included 

here. 
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Table 5 Sylgard®-184-AB pellet ignition delay results 

Sample type 
AB particle 
size range 

(µm) 

Mean 
ignition 

delay (ms) 

Standard 
deviation 

(ms) 

Number 
of tests 

Sylgard®-184-AB 
(80% solids 

loading) 

D<45 44 19.95 4 

150<D<212 33 26.06 3 

Unsieved* 
35.4 37.22 5 

19 7.35 4 

*The two numbers listed result from the inclusion (upper) and omission (lower) 
of a 101 ms ignition delay result for one of the unsieved AB pellets tested  

 

 Unlike the results observed for loose AB, the mean ignition delays of the Sylgard®-184-

AB pellets did not show much of a trend between particle size and ignition delay, as might be 

expected. There was also a relatively high degree of variation in ignition delay between similar 

pellets, even those using AB sieved to specific particle size ranges. One possible cause for this 

behavior is varying amounts of binder on the surface of the different pellets. If there is less exposed 

AB on the surface due to there being excess Sylgard®-184 on the surface, the rate at which the 

reactions leading to ignition can occur would decrease.  

 For the Sylgard®-184-AB pellets tested, ignition was generally accompanied by an intense 

green flame from the borane oxidation as the pellet burns with the WFNA. After a short period 

(typically less than 1 second, though the exact duration varied from pellet to pellet), the flame 

intensity decreased significantly, likely corresponding to the pellet beginning to burn in the 

ambient air. A typical image sequence showing this transition is shown in Figure 12. A significant 

amount of condensed phase products accumulated on the surface of the pellets during the burns.  
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Figure 12: Image sequence of typical ignition delay test of Sylgard®-184-AB pellet with 
WFNA 

 When neat Sylgard®-184 and pressed AB pellets were burned in ambient air, both also 

showed condensed phase accumulation on the surface of the pellets. Given the high percentage of 

silicon in the Sylgard®-184 polymer, the condensed products produced on the burning Sylgard®-

184 pellet is likely silicon dioxide (i.e., SiO2, silica). In the case of the pressed AB pellets, 

thermochemical equilibrium calculations performed with AB and WFNA in CHEETAH 7.0 [55] 

thermochemical code predicted the formation of solid boron nitride (BN) which may not be 

adequately removed from the surface at lower pressures/oxidizer mass fluxes. This would imply 
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that the condensed phase products observed here was likely some combination of silica and other 

boron-nitrogen compounds. In a hybrid motor, this accumulation may result in reduced regression 

rates as the accumulated material may reduce the rate at which the oxidizer can react with fresh 

fuel. Earlier work published by Weismiller et al. reported high combustion efficiencies (> 90%) 

for paraffin-AB fuel grains tested in a small hybrid motor with gaseous oxygen for solid loadings 

as high as 50% [20]. However, the authors also reported condensed phase product accumulation 

similar to what was observed here which may have caused the reduced regression rates reported 

for higher AB loadings [20]. Further study would be required to determine if similar combustion 

efficiencies would be achievable for a Sylgard®-184-AB fuel grain (with 80% AB by mass) used 

in a motor configuration. 

3.3.6 Theoretical Performance 

 The theoretical performance of ammonia borane and other commonly used hypergolic fuels 

with WFNA can be found in Figure 13. These results were obtained using CHEETAH 7.0 

thermochemical code [55] assuming an initial chamber pressure of 68 atm and perfectly expanded 

to atmospheric pressure. These results assumed equilibrium conditions (i.e., the composition was 

allowed to change throughout the system instead of being “frozen” at a given state). As ammonia 

borane would require a fuel binder to be practical in a rocket system, also included is the predicted 

performance of an 80% ammonia borane, 20% Sylgard®-184 fuel mixture. The assumed 

properties of Sylgard®-184 and ammonia borane for these theoretical performance calculations 

can be found in Table 6. The properties for Sylgard®-184 were taken directly from the CHEETAH 

7.0 library while the properties for AB were previously reported by Pfeil et al. [3]. 
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Table 6: Intrinsic properties for fuel components used for theoretical 
performance calculations 

Fuel component 
Chemical 
formula 

ΔHf  
(cal/mol) 

Sylgard®-184 C2H6O1Si1 -1.20E+05 
Ammonia borane NH3BH3 -1.60E+04 

      
 

 These results indicate that using ammonia borane in place of hydrazine and its derivatives 

in hypergolic systems could result in a net increase in specific impulse if used with WFNA. 

Another noteworthy trend observed here is the dual peak behavior of the ammonia borane-based 

fuels. Unlike the other fuels that have a single optimal oxidizer to fuel (O/F) ratio, the AB based 

fuels maintain high performance over a much wider range of operating conditions. Chemical 

equilibrium calculations performed using CHEETAH 7.0 indicate the lower O/F peak corresponds 

to the complete oxidation of boron leaving much of the hydrogen not oxidized, resulting in a lower 

average molecular weight in the exhaust products. Likewise, the higher O/F peak corresponds to 

the complete oxidation of both the boron and hydrogen, resulting in a higher chamber temperature. 

As the operating condition shifts towards higher O/F ratios, the increasing flame temperature helps 

to counteract the effects of the increasing average molecular weight. In the context of an actual 

rocket system, this could help to maintain high levels of performance during periods of varying 

oxidizer flow rate. 
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Figure 13: Theoretical performance of various hypergolic fuels with WFNA 

 While performing the theoretical performance calculations discussed previously, it was 

noted that for certain test cases (particularly the relatively fuel-rich ones), there was a relatively 

high percentage of condensed phase products predicted. While these products were treated the 

same as gaseous species when calculating the theoretical specific impulse, in a real system they 

would result in two-phase flow losses. As these losses cannot be estimated from thermochemical 

codes alone due to their non-equilibrium state, it is often necessary to obtain these estimates 

experimentally. The following relation was used to obtain a preliminary estimation of these losses 

 

I , = (1 − X) ∗ I (1) 

 

where Isp,TPFL is the estimated specific impulse when accounting for two-phase flow losses, X is 

the overall condensed product mass fraction, and Isp is the ideal specific impulse [56].  
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The effects of including these losses for the 80% AB, 20% Sylgard case shown previously 

in Figure 13 can be seen in Figure 14. As one would expect, the condensed phase mass fractions 

are significant for the fuel-rich cases due to a lack of oxidizer leading to incomplete combustion. 

As a result, the specific impulse adjusted for two-phase flow losses decreases significantly in these 

regions. For the more stoichiometric and oxidizer-rich cases where the condensed phase mass 

fraction is lower, impact of two-phase flow losses is much less significant. In spite of this however, 

the performance of the AB-Sylgard system is still comparable to the other liquid hypergolic fuels 

(albeit for a smaller O/F range). 

 

 

Figure 14: Estimated effects of two-phase flow losses on the theoretical performance of an 
80% AB, 20% Sylgard®-184 fuel mixture with WFNA 

 As this approximation assumes that the condensed phase products contribute nothing to 

the specific impulse, it effectively serves as a worst-case estimate. In reality, the actual effects of 

two-phase flow losses are greatly dependent on the real-world behavior of the system in 

question. If any condensed agglomerates are relatively small and sufficiently accelerated by the 
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flow, they will contribute to the specific impulse of the rocket. Without a more informed 

understanding of how the AB-Sylgard fuel mixture behaves in a rocket motor, it is difficult to 

refine this estimate further.  

3.4 Conclusions 

 The ignition delay of ammonia borane produced using a new high-yield scalable synthesis 

procedure was measured and compared with other established synthesis methods. Tests performed 

with WFNA resulted in comparable ignition delays for AB sieved into similar particle size ranges. 

Generally, the different types of ammonia borane tested all produced ignition delays shorter than 

10 milliseconds with WFNA, making it potentially viable for use in hypergolic rocket systems. 

The development of newer, higher yield synthesis methods with the potential for larger scale 

production capabilities also makes AB more feasible to use in larger scale motor systems. When 

ignition delay tests were performed on ammonia borane powder with nitrogen tetroxide, ignition 

delays typically longer than 50 milliseconds were measured, likely indicating that NTO is not a 

suitable oxidizer for ammonia borane in a hypergolic hybrid system.  

 While comparing the ignition delays of ammonia borane produced using different synthesis 

methods, it was observed that AB purchased and used as provided by a commercial supplier 

produced ignition delays consistently shorter than the other AB tested. Further testing indicated 

that this was likely a result of a particle size dependency on the ignition delay for ammonia borane. 

When AB sieved into multiple particle size ranges was tested, a trend of ignition delays increasing 

with increasing AB particle size and vice versa was observed. For the finer AB particles tested, 

ignition delays as short as 0.6 milliseconds were measured, some of the shortest ever reported for 

a solid fuel hypergolic system.  
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 Ignition delay tests of ammonia borane using Sylgard®-184 silicone elastomer as a fuel 

binder were also performed with WFNA. Unlike the earlier results obtained with loose AB powder, 

no clear trend was observed with respect to the ignition delay of pressed Sylgard®-184-AB pellets 

with different particle size ranges. These tests show that the Sylgard®-184-AB formulation may 

be viable for use in a hypergolic hybrid system as the mean ignition delays were less than 50 

milliseconds. However, if the condensed phase product accumulation that was observed on the 

surface of the burning Sylgard®-184-AB samples tested here is still present when tested in a motor 

configuration, an alternative binder may need to be utilized in place of Sylgard®-184 to achieve 

high combustion efficiencies. In addition, for it to be practical for use in larger scale fuel grains at 

high solid loadings, the formulation must be modified to improve the mixture rheology sufficiently 

enough to enable cast-curing. 
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 SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS OF BURNING 
SOLID PROPELLANTS USING PHOSPHOR THERMOGRAPHY 

4.1 Introduction 

  In the field of combustion research, there are few physical quantities as informative as 

temperature with regards to obtaining an improved understanding of the combustion behavior of a 

system. Besides being a state variable, it plays a major role in the thermochemical and heat transfer 

processes taking place. In the context of energetic materials (e.g., propellants, explosives, etc.), 

knowledge of the burning surface temperature for the material in question is often crucial in 

developing an understanding of its combustion behavior, including unsteady combustion. Heat 

feedback to the surface and thus the rate at which pyrolysis occurs is strongly influenced by the 

surface temperature (or, more specifically, the relationship between the surface and flame 

temperatures). In addition, obtaining accurate measurements for the surface temperature is often 

critical for validating and improving the results obtained from models for the deflagration of 

energetic materials, and yet these measurements are highly uncertain [57]. 

  Surface temperature measurements are often performed using embedded thermocouples 

and through other less intrusive optical methods. Historically, thermocouples have been used to 

successfully measure the surface temperature of both homogeneous (e.g., single/double base 

propellants, HMX, RDX, etc.) and heterogeneous (e.g., ammonium perchlorate-based composite) 

propellants [58-61]. While they are often simple to implement, thermocouples are generally 

considered to be intrusive to the system of interest and suffer from large uncertainties, especially 

for surface measurements. Depending on the material used for the thermocouple, they can in some 

cases act as a catalyst for other unintended reactions to occur. Thermocouples are also subject to 

thermal lag, making them unsuitable for studying combustion phenomena where fast response 
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times are required. By virtue of their physical size, thermocouples have an averaging effect which 

can introduce additional error in situations involving thin reaction/combustion zones. Reducing 

the size of the thermocouple can help mitigate some of these issues, though this can introduce 

additional material and reliability issues. 

  As a less intrusive alternative to thermocouples, measurements of the infrared radiation 

emitted from the surface of a burning propellant can in some cases be used to optically measure 

surface temperatures [62-65]. From Planck’s law, the spectral radiance emitted by a blackbody is 

dependent largely on the wavelength of light being considered as well as the temperature of the 

emitting body. By measuring the spectral radiance emitted in a finite wavelength range, the 

temperature can be obtained. For non-blackbody sources however, the spectral radiance is also 

dependent on the emissivity of the emitting surface, a quantity that itself is also dependent on both 

temperature and wavelength [66]. If information about the emissivity of the material of interest 

isn’t available or can’t be obtained experimentally, this technique cannot directly be used with 

confidence. If the emissivity is assumed to be relatively wavelength independent (i.e., the gray 

body assumption), the spectral radiance emitted then becomes roughly dependent on temperature 

only. For situations where this assumption is valid, the temperature of the emitting surface can be 

obtained by taking the ratio of the spectral radiance in two (or more) different spectral bands [66]. 

As the emissivity is assumed to be wavelength independent, taking the ratio of the spectral 

radiances will cause the emissivity terms to cancel, leaving a relation dependent on temperature 

only [66]. The validity of the gray body assumption typically varies with the surface conditions 

and material composition of the surface in question. As such, the technique can only be used to 

accurately measure surface temperatures with materials for which the gray body assumption is 

valid. In addition, infrared emission-based surface temperature measurement techniques in general 
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are highly susceptible to interference from soot and gas phase emissions in combustion 

environments [62]. If these effects aren’t adequately mitigated (which may not always be possible), 

they can cause the measured temperature of the burning propellant surface to differ greatly from 

the actual temperature. This can sometimes be accomplished through careful selection of the 

spectral bands used for the ratio to ensure that there is not significant overlap with the higher 

temperature flame-based emissions. 

  More recently, a technique known as phosphor thermography has been receiving attention 

as a potential alternative to the other temperature measurement techniques commonly used when 

studying the combustion behavior of energetic materials. Based on the temperature-dependent 

luminescence properties of so-called thermographic phosphors, this technique has been well 

established as a semi-intrusive means to measure surface temperatures while lacking some of the 

shortcomings encountered with other optical techniques. The objective of this work is to apply and 

demonstrate phosphor thermography to measure the surface temperature of burning nitrocellulose 

(NC), a homogeneous solid propellant used extensively in single, double, and triple-base 

propellants. 

4.2 Experimental Configuration 

  The overall experimental setup used in this study can be seen in Figure 15. For the 

experiments performed here, ZnO:Ga was used because of its good temperature sensitivity for the 

surface temperatures expected based on thermocouple data for nitrocellulose [58]. Phosphor 

particles were excited using the third harmonic (355nm) output of a Continuum Precision II 

Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz. Before each test (and before each set of images recorded at each 

temperature during calibration), the laser power was monitored to ensure that the laser power did 

not vary significantly between tests. A pair of FLIR monochrome Blackfly (BFLY-U3-23S6M-C) 
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CMOS cameras was used to record the resulting phosphor emissions. For the working distances 

used here (approximately 21.6 cm), the spatial resolution of these cameras was approximately 26 

μm per pixel. Syncing between the cameras and the laser system was achieved using a Stanford 

Research Systems model 535 delay generator. To improve the uniformity of the laser beam profile, 

an Edmund Optics 5-degree FWHM UV holographic diffuser was positioned as close as possible 

to the calibration/test sample without blocking the cameras’ view of the sample.  

 

Figure 15: Experimental configuration 

 Following the earlier work on the zinc oxide based phosphors published by Särner et al., a 

394 nm +/- 5 nm bandpass filter was used with a 425 nm longpass filter (both purchased from 

Edmund Optics) for the initial tests performed [42]. However, the technical limitations of the 

cameras used here (particularly the 50 μs minimum exposure times) caused this configuration to 

be susceptible to interference due to chemiluminescence from the propellant flame. As the 

emission lifetime of ZnO:Ga is below 1 ns, the cameras were capturing for several time durations 

orders of magnitude longer than necessary to capture the ZnO:Ga emission. While this did not 

noticeably affect the signals recorded in the 394 nm bandpass channel, the 425 nm longpass signal 

was affected significantly because of the excess chemiluminescence captured during the 50 μs 
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exposure time. The use of other cameras with better potential for time gating (i.e., intensified 

cameras) was not practical here due to both budgetary constraints and physical constraints 

associated with the test vessel used to contain the nitrocellulose combustion products. As the 

phosphor emissions were imaged through the same small window in the test vessel that the 355 

nm laser enters, the form factor of the cameras had to be kept relatively small to prevent blocking 

the laser. Shifting the cameras further away from the sample (to allow larger form factor cameras 

to be used) would have negatively impacted the spatial resolution of the system. 

 Using an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer, the emission spectrum of a burning 95% 

nitrocellulose, 5% ZnO:Ga (by mass) sample when excited with a 355 nm laser was recorded 

(Figure 16). As the flame emissions from the burning nitrocellulose are relatively weak below 500 

nm, a 500 nm shortpass filter was added to the 425 nm longpass filter channel for subsequent 

experiments to filter out the majority of the chemiluminescence. As seen in Figure 17, the shortpass 

filter was positioned before the longpass filter to prevent the formation of an etalon due to 

reflections between the two filters (with regards to the chemiluminescence). With the addition of 

the 500 nm shortpass filter, the resulting interference due to chemiluminescence was mitigated to 

the point where the chemiluminescence signal was on par with the inherent camera noise. 
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Figure 16: Emission spectrum of a 95% NC, 5% ZnO:Ga (by mass) pellet burning in 
nitrogen while excited by a 355 nm laser 

 

Figure 17: Arrangement of optical filters used to reduce chemiluminescence in 425 nm 
longpass channel 

 To reduce the effects of changing camera perspective and to help maintain alignment when 

transitioning from calibration to actual testing, the two cameras were mounted on an optics rail 

which was then moved between the two positions as one unit. The holographic diffuser was also 

mounted to this rail to make sure that the distance from the diffuser to the test sample (and thus 

the laser fluence) was consistent when transitioning from calibration to solid propellant testing. 
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After the cameras were aligned using a dot card target, minimal adjustments were made to the 

focus of the cameras so their object planes remained consistent. While this configuration does 

introduce some perspective effects (due to the different viewing angles of the cameras), the 

alignment of the cameras in the region of interest (i.e., the object plane/sample surface) is well 

maintained, reducing the impact of these effects on the resulting temperature measurements. As 

there was a slight difference in filter substrate thickness and index of refraction, final camera 

alignment was performed with the filters in place.  

 Post processing of the recorded images was performed using a Matlab script. The basic 

workflow used to convert recorded raw images to useful temperature measurements is illustrated 

in Figure 18. Prior to calculating the intensity ratio, a flat field correction was applied to the raw 

images to account for pixel-to-pixel variations on the camera sensors as well as any differences 

between the two cameras. The flat field correction used was,  

C =
(R − D) ∗ M

F − D
, (2) 

where R is raw image, C is the corrected image, D is a dark image (i.e., an image recorded with 

no light incident on the sensor), F is a flatfield image, and M is the average value of F-D for all 

pixels. The illumination for the flatfield image was provided using a Newport model 70677 

integrating sphere that was illuminated with light in the range of 390-410nm. To account for 

camera noise and shot-to-shot variations, a series of approximately 500 dark and flatfield frames 

were recorded separately for both cameras. These frames were then averaged together to provide 

the dark and flatfield frames used for applying the flat field correction.  
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Figure 18: Post processing workflow used to convert raw images (left-most images) into 
useful temperature measurements (right-most image) 

4.2.1 Calibration 

  Calibration samples were prepared using a 95% NaCl, 5% ZnO:Ga mixture and pressed 

into square 6x6 mm pellets using a pellet press die for 3 minutes at 10,000 psi. NaCl was used for 

the calibration samples instead of nitrocellulose due to safety concerns associated with the heat-

sensitive nature of nitrocellulose. The surface temperature of burning nitrocellulose was estimated 

through embedded thermocouple measurements to be approximately 250˚C, though the NC will 

begin to rapidly degrade once heated to approximately 190˚C [58, 67]. As such, calibrating to 

250˚C (and beyond) necessitated using an alternative calibration material better suited for the 

temperature range (NaCl in this case). A Mellen Microtherm box furnace with optical access ports 

was used to heat the calibration samples. The calibration sample was placed in the furnace and 

oriented so that the flat surface was perpendicular to the incoming 355nm laser and located the 

same distance away from the cameras as the dot card target used. For each temperature 

measurement, the furnace temperature was increased by approximately 15-25˚C and allowed to 

stabilize. After the furnace internal temperature had stabilized (as measured using an Omega 
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HH1384 thermocouple reader and a K-type probe thermocouple in contact with the sample), a 

sequence of at least 500 images were recorded using both cameras. An additional thermocouple 

probe identical to the one in contact with the sample was also installed in the furnace, both to 

compare with the sample thermocouple (to check for malfunctions) and to measure the furnace air 

temperature to help determine when thermal equilibrium had been reached. The calibration process 

continued until the recorded phosphor signal in the 394nm bandpass filter channel became too dim 

to measure without increasing the laser power or changing the camera settings. For the system 

used here, this generally occurred at approximately 635 K. 

  To account for changes in laser power over time, the laser power before each image set 

was measured and adjusted as necessary. For the tests performed here, the laser energy was held 

constant at 60 mJ per pulse (measured before the diffuser). After passing through the diffuser, this 

corresponds to a laser fluence of approximately 7.7-7.9 mJ/cm2 at the sample located 

approximately 21.6 cm away from the diffuser. This laser power was chosen by systematically 

increasing the laser power until the room temperature phosphor signal was sufficiently strong even 

with the camera lens apertures closed sufficiently, to help suppress the flame chemiluminescence. 

It was demonstrated previously by Abram et al. that the intensity of zinc oxide based phosphors 

increases with laser fluence [68]. By closing the camera apertures and increasing the laser power 

to compensate, the interference from chemiluminescence encountered during the later solid 

propellant testing was reduced while keeping the recorded phosphor signal roughly constant. As 

Abram et al. reported that the emission spectrum and resulting intensity ratios of zinc oxide based 

phosphors are laser fluence dependent, this same fluence was used for both calibration and solid 

propellant testing [68].  
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 The average intensity ratio for each temperature was obtained by first applying the 

appropriate flat field correction to the recorded raw images from each camera. The intensity ratio 

for each frame was then obtained by taking the ratio of the corrected combined 425 nm longpass-

500 nm shortpass and 394 nm bandpass filter images (i.e., 425 nm longpass+500 nm shortpass / 

394 nm bandpass). Each of the 500 frames were then averaged together to produce an average 

intensity ratio frame for each calibration temperature. The resulting average intensity ratio for each 

calibration temperature was then obtained by taking the spatial average across the surface of the 

calibration sample (excluding the edges where perspective effects reduced the quality of the 

alignment).   

4.2.2 Solid propellant testing 

 For the testing performed here, high nitration percentage (approx. 13.3-13.5%) 

nitrocellulose (NC) was used. To match the phosphor concentration used during calibration, 0.75g 

mixtures with 95% NC, 5% ZnO:Ga by mass were prepared. These mixtures were then pressed 

for 3 minutes at approximately 10,000 psi to form cylindrical 1 cm diameter, 0.69 cm long pellets. 

Attempts to use lower concentrations of ZnO:Ga (i.e., 1% and below) resulted in non-uniform 

distributions of the ZnO:Ga particles throughout the pressed NC pellets as evidenced by spatial 

variations in the recorded phosphor emission intensity on the pellet surface. This was likely caused 

by poor mixing between the NC and ZnO:Ga due to the relatively low density of the NC (prior to 

pressing) making it difficult to adequately disperse the phosphor particles throughout the mixture. 

Increasing the phosphor concentration to 5% by mass resulted in greater uniformity of the recorded 

surface phosphor emissions. For comparison, the earlier work performed by Goss et al. (one of the 

few other reported instances of phosphor particles distributed volumetrically throughout a test 

sample) used phosphor concentrations of 12.5% by mass [44].  
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 To keep the burning surface of the pellet stationary and in-focus relative to the cameras, a 

spring-loaded pellet holder was used. After loading the 1 cm diameter pellets into the pellet holder, 

a 30-gauge (0.254mm) tungsten wire was used to keep the front surface of the pellet flush with the 

front face of the pellet holder. Prior to each test, the small test cell used to contain the combustion 

products was filled with nitrogen to enable more direct comparisons with measurements obtained 

previously by Klein et al. with embedded thermocouples [58]. The pellets were ignited using a 32-

gauge nichrome wire held in place on the surface using the tungsten wire and heated using an 

adjustable benchtop DC power supply. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Calibration 

 Thermocouple data published previously by Klein et al. for 13.15% nitrated nitrocellulose 

plus 1 percent ethyl centralite showed surface temperatures of approximately 523 K for strands 

burned in nitrogen at ambient pressure [58]. Similarly, Aristora and Leipunskii reported surface 

temperatures of 525 +/- 48 K by estimating the amount of heat present in the surface layers of 

extinguished nitrocellulose [69]. In contrast, Powling and Smith reported an average surface 

temperature of 577 K for 12.2% nitrated NC by measuring the infrared emissions produced by the 

burning sample [62]. However, Powling and Smith also reported that the formation of 

carbonaceous products on the surface of the burning samples made it difficult to obtain surface 

temperature measurements for pure nitrocellulose [62]. These products may have interfered with 

the IR emissions produced by the burning NC, possibly resulting in the higher surface temperatures 

recorded.  

 The plot in Figure 19 shows the intensity ratio vs temperature trend obtained during the 

calibration process. For comparison (and to verify that the addition of the 500 nm shortpass filter 
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did not affect the measured intensity ratio), a second calibration was performed without the 500 

nm shortpass filter. As expected, the intensity ratios with and without the 500 nm shortpass filter 

were almost identical until the upper limit of the calibrated temperature range (where the ZnO:Ga 

emissions beyond 500 nm become more significant) was reached. The relative sensitivity for this 

system (shown in Figure 19 as a function of temperature) was calculated from the following relation,  

S =
1

I

dI

dT
, (3) 

where Srel is the relative sensitivity, IR is the measured intensity ratio, and T is temperature. The 

calibration data shows that for the configuration used here, the measured intensity ratio is relatively 

less sensitive to changes in temperature when close to room temperature (Srel=0.61 %/K). Once 

the temperature begins increasing however, the intensity ratio becomes increasingly sensitive to 

changes in temperature, with a peak sensitivity of 1.83 %/K occurring at T=523 K, after which the 

relative sensitivity begins decreasing. These results show that at the surface temperatures expected 

for burning nitrocellulose (approximately 523 K), the intensity ratio is most sensitive to changes 

in temperature (albeit marginally so) compared to the rest of the calibrated temperature range [58]. 

In any case, the reference thermocouple data for burning nitrocellulose shows that the temperature 

range used for calibration was appropriate. 
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Figure 19: Intensity ratio and the relative sensitivity of the intensity ratio, during the 
calibration process, as a function of temperature 

4.3.2 Solid propellant testing 

 A typical average surface temperature vs time plot obtained by taking the average surface 

temperature across most of the face of the pellets tested can be seen in Figure 20. The edges of the 

pellet were not included in these calculations as these values were more susceptible to perspective 

effects due to the geometry of the camera array. More specifically, the different viewing angles of 

the cameras caused a slight portion of the pellet side walls to be imaged. As these regions aren’t 

imaged by both cameras, any resulting temperature measurements would be non-physical and as 

such were excluded. The regions near the horizontal tungsten hold-down wire and the vertical 

ignition wire were also not included. For the shown test, ignition occurred approximately two 

seconds after the ignition wire began heating the surface. Prior to this, no noticeable laser induced 

heating on the pellet surface was observed. Before the sample was heated by the wire, the average 

temperature measured across the pellet surface was approximately 296 K. This is in good 

agreement with the ambient room temperature at the time of testing and suggests that the intensity 

ratio vs temperature relation obtained during calibration was applicable despite NaCl being used 
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in place of NC during calibration. The initial surface heating during the pre-ignition phase due to 

the ignition wire can be observed by the initial increase in surface temperature prior to ignition. 

An image sequence corresponding to this test can be found in Figure 21.  

 

Figure 20: Average surface temperature across the entire pellet surface for representative 
NC pellet burning in nitrogen obtained using phosphor thermography. 

 

By taking the time average of the previously obtained spatially averaged surface 

temperatures for the duration where the pellet surface is fully burning (e.g., approx. 3.7 to 6.2 

seconds for the pellet shown in Figure 20), the average burning surface temperature was found to 

be approximately 534 K. This is in good agreement with the values expected based on 

thermocouple data (523 K) [58]. The slightly higher surface temperature measured here could 

potentially be a result of the slightly higher nitration percentage of the NC used (13.3-13.5%) in 

comparison to the reference data (13.15%), or errors in the thermocouple measurements in the 

previous work due to heat loss. As the flame temperature of nitrocellulose increases with 

increasing nitration percentage, one would expect the corresponding heat feedback to the surface 

(and thus the surface temperature) to increase as well [70]. As the pyrolysis/burning rate is 
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dependent on temperature, this is consistent with the higher burning rates associated with higher 

NC nitration percentages [57, 70]. 

 

Figure 21: Image sequence showing the surface temperature of a representative 
nitrocellulose pellet burning in nitrogen 

 The NC pellets tested here exhibited locally unsteady burning behavior over the course of 

the pellet burns. The NC on the surface of the pellets burned off in layers, exposing the fresh 
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material beneath it. This behavior can be seen in Figure 21, where there are regions of relatively low 

surface temperatures on the surface of the fully ignited pellet corresponding to the freshly exposed 

material. This is likely the cause of the oscillatory behavior observed in the average surface 

temperature time history seen in Figure 20. This is further supported by the plot shown in Figure 22 

showing the average surface temperature of a smaller region (30 x 30 pixels) on the pellet surface, 

specifically during the time period after ignition has occurred. This region is indicated by the white 

box shown in the first (time=0sec.) image in Figure 21. The error bars in this plot represent the 

standard deviation for the pixels within the 30x30 pixel region. As the surface temperature is 

averaged across a much smaller area compared to Figure 21, the degree to which the surface 

temperature fluctuates can be more readily estimated. When these results were compared to the 

raw images recording during this test, it was observed that the largest standard deviations (e.g., 

time=3.1 sec. in Figure 22) occur when the pellet was burning non-uniformly in the region of 

interest. When the pellet was burning more uniformly (e.g., time =5.1 sec. in Figure 22) in the 30x30 

region, the standard deviation is much lower. The contour plot of the temperature history of a 

vertical strip of 50 pixels seen in Figure 23 shows this oscillatory trend more generally. The 50 

pixels used for this plot are indicated by the vertical white line shown in the first image in Figure 

21. As the system used here was only operating at 10 Hz, it is difficult to accurately determine the 

frequency of oscillation. However, the results seen in Figure 20, Figure 22, and Figure 23 seem to 

suggest a frequency of about 3-5 Hz. As the nitrocellulose used here had a cotton like consistency 

(as opposed to a granulated powder), the arrangement of the NC fibers likely varied throughout a 

given pellet. This would presumably affect the rate at which the different parts of the pellet burned 

and help explain the unsteady nature seen here. 
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Figure 22: Average surface temperature of a region of 30x30 pixels for a burning NC pellet 

 

Figure 23: Temperature profile plot along a vertical line of pixels on pellet surface as 
shown in Figure 21 

The unsteady burning observed here may also simply be a result of self-oscillatory behavior 

commonly observed with burning solid propellants [71]. This type of behavior has been previously 

reported with a variety of different types of propellants including (but not limited to) HMX, 

double-base propellant, and AP composite propellants [72-76]. Unlike acoustic instabilities which 
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are generally higher frequency in nature, self-oscillatory burning generally results in lower 

frequency oscillations and is directly related to the intrinsic properties of the propellant of interest 

[73, 76]. Following basic QSHOD (Quasi-Steady, Homogeneous, One-Dimensional) theory for 

solid propellant combustion, it can be shown that the characteristic frequency of a propellant 

surface (f ) can be estimated from,  

f =
E

RT

r

α
 (4) 

where E  is the activation energy of the condensed phase, R is the universal gas constant, T  is the 

propellant surface temperature, r  is the propellant burning rate, and α  is the propellant’s thermal 

diffusivity [77]. Using the parameters listed in Table 7 and the previous relations, the surface 

characteristic frequency was calculated to be 0.68 Hz. The likely cause for this relatively low 

frequency (compared to the 3-5 Hz observed here) is that the burning rate listed in Table 7 was an 

average burning rate estimated from the initial pellet length and approximate burn duration. As the 

pellets were relatively short in length (approx. 0.69 cm in length), there may not have been 

sufficient time for the burning rate to reach steady state, resulting in an inaccurate average burning 

rate estimate. As the characteristic surface frequency scales with the square of the burning rate, 

any errors in this measurement will significantly affect the calculated frequency. In any case, this 

calculated frequency is still on the same order of magnitude as the oscillations observed here. 
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Table 7: Properties used to estimate characteristic frequency of condensed 
phase and surface zones 

Parameter Value Source 
α  (cm^2/s) 1.79 [78] 

E  (kcal/mol) 46.5 [79] 
T  (K) 534 Measured 

r (mm/s) 1.67 Measured 
      

4.3.3 Uncertainty analysis 

The accuracy of the results obtained here is highly dependent on several factors including (but 

not limited to) the inherent accuracy of the reference thermocouples used to monitor the 

temperature within the calibration oven and the variations in laser fluence from pulse-to-pulse. For 

the standard K-type thermocouples used here, the uncertainty is within ±2.2 K or ±0.75% 

(whichever is greater) of the actual temperature. For the upper temperature limit of the calibration 

performed here (approximately 635 K), the max uncertainty due to the reference thermocouple 

would be approximately ±4.76 K. As discussed previously, the emissions of the various zinc oxide 

based phosphors are dependent on the incident laser fluence used to excite them [68]. While a 

consistent average laser fluence was used for both the calibration and the solid propellant testing 

performed, fluctuations in laser pulse energy will lead to some inherent degree of uncertainty in 

the temperature measurements. These effects were estimated through consideration of the 

measured temperature fluctuations for a sample at a steady temperature. As seen in Figure 24, for 

a sample at room temperature (i.e., approx. 296 K), these fluctuations were approximately ±3-4 K 

about the mean temperature measured across the entire sample surface during this duration. At the 

upper temperature limit for the performed calibration (i.e., 635 K), these fluctuations were closer 

to ±2 K. Taking the root sum of the squares for the uncertainties at the lower and upper limits of 
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the calibrated temperature range yields overall uncertainties on the accuracy of ±4.6 K and ±5.2 K 

respectively.  

  

Figure 24: Surface temperature fluctuations due to pulse-to-pulse laser energy fluctuations 

The precision of the system used here was estimated by determining the standard deviation 

in 10 arbitrarily selected regions of 5x5 pixels where the temperature was relatively uniform during 

a representative pellet burn. This was done both for regions close to room temperature and for 

those at elevated temperatures (approximately 575 K). For regions close to room temperature, the 

standard deviation was approximately ±5.4 K whereas for hotter regions it was approximately 

±13.4 K. 

4.4 Conclusion 

 Using a system operating at 10 Hz, the surface temperature of a burning nitrocellulose 

pellet was successfully measured using phosphor thermography. This is the first reported instance 

of phosphor thermography being used to measure the surface temperature of a burning energetic 

material. ZnO:Ga was selected for the work performed here as it offered good temperature 
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sensitivity in the temperature range of interest while also emitting at shorter wavelengths. Average 

surface temperatures were measured to be approximately 534 K which is in good agreement with 

previously published thermocouple data (approximately 523 K) [58]. The slightly higher 

temperatures seen here may be a result of the slightly higher nitration percentage of the 

nitrocellulose used (approx. 13.3-13.5%) in contrast with the 13.15% NC used for the reference 

thermocouple data, or from errors in the thermocouple measurements. 

 Preliminary efforts in using this technique were met with difficulties due to the technical 

limitations of the detector system used here. The flame chemiluminescence produced by the 

burning propellant samples caused interference with the recorded phosphor signal in the 425 nm 

longpass channel due to the relatively long exposure times (compared to the lifetime of ZnO:Ga). 

Combining a 500 nm shortpass filter with the 425 nm longpass filter previously in use was found 

to reduce the flame interference on the recorded phosphor emissions to the point that it was on par 

with the random camera noise. This enabled surface temperature measurements to be made 

successfully despite the low cost of the cameras used here (relative to much more expensive 

intensified cameras). As expected, the addition of the 500 nm shortpass filter did not noticeably 

affect the measured intensity ratios due to the lack of ZnO:Ga emissions at wavelengths longer 

than 500 nm for the temperature range considered here. These results demonstrate the importance 

of mitigating the effects of chemiluminescence when using phosphor thermography to measure 

surface temperatures through a flame, be it through time gating or through careful phosphor/filter 

selection.  
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 HIGH-SPEED MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGING OF THE 
HYPERGOLIC IGNITION OF AMMONIA BORANE 

5.1 Introduction 

  Unlike more conventional liquid propellant combinations (e.g., liquid oxygen (LOX)-RP-

1, LOX-liquid hydrogen, etc.) that require a dedicated ignition system, hypergolic propellants are 

uniquely capable of self-ignition upon contact between the fuel and oxidizer. Typically, systems 

employing these propellants will utilize a hydrazine-based fuel (e.g., monomethyl hydrazine, 

unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, etc.) with an oxidizer based on nitric acid (e.g., white/red 

fuming nitric acid) or nitrogen tetroxide (NTO). These commonly used hypergolic propellants 

have the added benefit of being easily storable without the use of cryogenic systems. 

Unfortunately, the more commonly used propellants are also highly toxic and require additional 

safety precautions for their safe handling. Considering this, there remains a strong motivation to 

develop alternative fuels and oxidizers for these systems to reduce the hazards associated with 

handling these propellants while maintaining (or improving) system performance. To date, 

however, few potentially viable alternatives have been developed due to a fundamental lack of 

understanding of the chemical kinetics and molecular structure that govern hypergolic reactions 

[1, 80]. 

  First synthesized by Shore and Parry in 1955, ammonia borane (NH3BH3, AB) is a solid 

material that is stable for typical atmospheric conditions [16]. Given its relatively high hydrogen 

density (19.6% by mass), it has received considerable attention as a potential solid-state hydrogen 

storage medium [15, 17, 18]. More recently, however, AB and other amine-borane fuels (e.g., 

ethylenediamine bisborane, triethylamine borane, etc.) have begun receiving increased attention 

for potential use as alternatives to existing hypergolic fuels [3, 11, 14, 80]. AB has been shown to 
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be highly hypergolic with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA), with ignition delays of approximately 

2-10 milliseconds being commonly reported for the neat material [3-6, 80]. Even with the addition 

of a fuel binder to improve the mechanical properties of prepared fuel samples, ignition delays less 

than 50 milliseconds are typical with WFNA (though delays in the range of 10-20 milliseconds 

are not uncommon) [4, 5]. Theoretical performance calculations comparing AB with the more 

common hydrazine-based fuels (with WFNA as the oxidizer) also predict a net gain in specific 

impulse across a wide range of operating conditions [3, 4]. Considering that AB is also less 

hazardous to handle (compared to the other hypergolic fuels commonly in use), it could potentially 

serve as a viable alternative to the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels. Better quantification 

and imaging of AB combustion is needed to understand the dynamics of the hypergolic ignition of 

this fuel. 

  To date, much of the prior work regarding AB’s use as a fuel in rocket applications has 

primarily involved characterizing its hypergolic characteristics and, to a lesser extent, its more 

general use as a fuel in various propellant formulations [3-6, 8, 19, 20, 80]. However, little to no 

work has been published in the open literature regarding the fundamental combustion behavior of 

AB. As AB is the simplest fuel in the amine-borane family of fuels, obtaining a more detailed 

understanding of its combustion behavior would be beneficial for understanding the behavior of 

these fuels in general and potentially help inform future fuel formulation/synthesis efforts.  

  While mostly qualitative in nature, chemical/spectral imaging (i.e., imaging of specific 

spectral bands corresponding to emission from a known chemical species) can help provide a 

general understanding of assorted combustion processes. Advancements in camera technology 

(particularly with respect to infrared cameras) have significantly improved the temporal 

capabilities of this technique enabling its use for studying more dynamic combustion phenomena. 
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To date, this technique has been successfully utilized for studying general hydrocarbon combustion 

with an emphasis on internal combustion engines, but it has not been applied to study boron 

combustion previously [81-86]. Studies of the combustion behavior of boron particles has provided 

some quantitative information regarding the emission bands of boron compounds though few 

spectroscopic studies in the gas phase and at high temperatures have been conducted. A list of 

some select emission bands reported for various boron oxides can be found in Table 8. 

Spectroscopic studies of AB have also reported several bands occurring at 8562 nm, 4348 nm, and 

3058 nm, corresponding to B-N, B-H, and N-H stretch vibrational modes respectively [87, 88]. 

The simplicity of AB from a molecular standpoint (containing only boron, nitrogen, and hydrogen 

atoms) leads to a relatively small set of major product species. Thermochemical equilibrium 

calculations performed for AB burning with air predict primarily N2, H2O (or H2O and H2 for more 

fuel rich cases) and an assortment of boron oxides, the most prominent of which being HBO2.  

Table 8: Selected boron oxides and reported emission/absorbance bands 

Species Lines (nm) Sources 
BO 367.9, 384.9, 403.7, 436.3, 461.2 [89, 90] 

BO2 
452, 471, 494.1, 519.6, 545.7, 

579.1 
[89-91] 

B2O2 5291.01 [92] 
B2O3 7142.86 [93] 
HBO 3510, 5503.58, 13262.60 [94, 95] 
HBO2 2702.70, 4878.05 [93, 96] 

      
 

  The objective of this work is to utilize simultaneous visible and mid-infrared spectral 

imaging to study the combustion behavior of AB for the first time. This technique was used to help 

characterize the behavior of AB during a hypergolic ignition process with reagent grade nitric acid, 
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as well as the quasi-steady case of AB burning with air. For these two cases, multi-spectral imaging 

of BO, BO2, HBO2, and the B-H stretch mode of AB was performed. 

5.2 Experimental methods 

5.2.1 Spectral imaging 

 To determine if there were any interfering species emitting in the spectral ranges used for 

the spectral imaging tests, the emission spectra emanating from a pressed AB pellet burning in 

air was measured in both the visible and mid-infrared spectral ranges. Measurements in the 

visible wavelength range were performed using an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer. The 

emission spectra in the mid-infrared was obtained using an Andor Shamrock 500i-A-R-SIL 

spectrograph coupled to a Telops FAST M2k high-speed mid-infrared camera. For the 

configuration used during these tests, a diffraction grating yielding a spectral bandwidth of 1068 

nm and resolution of 5.8 nm was used.  

 Simultaneous visible and infrared spectral imaging was performed using the camera 

arrangement shown in Figure 25. Imaging of HBO2 and the B-H stretch mode emissions of AB (and 

potentially its decomposition products) was performed using a Telops FAST M2k high-speed 

camera with a 4850 nm (100 nm FWHM) and 4275 nm (75 nm FWHM) bandpass filter, 

respectively. For BO and BO2, which exhibit strong emission bands in the visible wavelength 

range, a monochrome Phantom V2012 high speed camera was used. Selective imaging of BO and 

BO2 emission was achieved using a 436 nm (10 nm FWHM) and 546 nm (10 nm FWHM) bandpass 

filter, respectively. An unfiltered Phantom V5.1 color camera was used to provide a point of 

reference to the two filtered cameras in use. Temporal syncing between the cameras was achieved 

using a Stanford Research Systems model 535 delay generator. To enable proper spatial alignment 

of the visible and infrared cameras, a custom alignment target consisting of a polished steel plate 
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with an array of holes drilled and filled with furnace cement was used. The relatively high 

emissivity of the furnace cement compared to the polished steel plate provided adequate contrast 

between the two for the hole pattern to be distinctly visible in the infrared after briefly heating it 

with a propane torch. 

5.2.2 Hypergolic ignition experimental configuration 

 For the tests performed here, neat AB pellets prepared by pressing bulk AB powder at 

approximately 10,000 psi for 3 minutes in a 1 cm pellet press die were used. The AB used for 

this work was prepared at Purdue University using a water-promoted synthesis method [97]. A 

fuel binder was not used for these samples to prevent the formation of carbon containing gaseous 

species (as AB does not contain carbon) whose emission might interfere with the species of 

interest here. This was particularly important for imaging the mid-infrared emission from HBO2 

and the B-H stretch mode of AB, as the wavelengths of their emission bands overlap with those 

of CO and CO2, respectively.  

 The hypergolic ignition drop tests were performed using the experimental configuration 

shown in Figure 25. For these tests, a 100 μl gastight syringe was used to dispense individual 

droplets of reagent grade nitric acid (70% concentration) onto an AB pellet positioned directly 

beneath the syringe tip. The syringe height was kept at a constant 7.62 cm for the tests 

performed.  Attempts to use higher concentration nitric acid (i.e., WFNA) were unsuccessful due 

to the rapid heat release by the interactions between the AB and WFNA causing film boiling of 

the WFNA. This resulted in an insulating vapor layer that prevented further reactions between 

the oxidizer droplet and fuel surface in addition to causing the droplet to be ejected from the 

surface. While it is less representative of what would be used in a typical hypergolic system, the 

reduced reactivity of the 70% nitric acid (relative to WFNA) sufficiently slowed the rate of heat 
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release/gas production to enable consistent pellet ignition. A halogen work light was used to 

provide additional illumination of the oxidizer droplet prior to it impacting the pellet surface. A 

photoresistor was used with a Melles Griot HeNe laser as a break-beam sensor to trigger the 

cameras to begin recording when the oxidizer droplet was approximately 4.3 cm above the pellet 

surface.  

 

Figure 25: Experimental configuration for studying hypergolic ignition and combustion 
behavior of AB. 

5.3 Results 

 The measured visible and an excerpt of the infrared emission spectra measured are shown 

in Figure 26. The emission recorded in the visible wavelength range consisted of several emission 

bands, the most prominent of which occurring at approximately 493, 518, 548, and 579 nm. These 

bands are consistent with what has been reported previously for studies of burning boron particles 

and are commonly attributed to BO2 [89, 90]. Additionally, two relatively weak emission bands at 

approximately 405 and 436 nm were observed, corresponding to bands previously reported for BO 

[89, 90]. The 405 nm emission may also be due in part to the B-X electronic system of BO2, 

however [98]. The grating used to obtain the IR emission spectra yielded a spectral bandwidth of 
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1068 nm, thus the flame spectra had to be obtained in intervals of 1068 nm. The spectra shown in 

Figure 26 was obtained with the spectrograph centered on approximately 5000 nm, roughly 

corresponding to the previously reported B=O stretch band of HBO2 [93, 96]. The emission spectra 

in this spectral range was dominated by a strong emission feature with a peak wavelength of 

approximately 5000 nm. To enable comparison with the absorbance spectra of HBO2 reported 

previously by Hanst et al., the emission spectra measured here and the previously reported 

absorbance spectra were normalized with respect to their peak emission intensity/absorbance [93]. 

After normalizing these results, the overall shape of the respective spectra is in good agreement, 

with the most significant deviation occurring at wavelengths towards the upper end of the spectral 

range considered (i.e., 5400+ nm). As the most sensitive spectral range of the Telops FAST M2k 

infrared camera used for these tests is 1.5-5.4 μm, this deviation is likely due to the decreased 

response of the camera at these wavelengths. In any case, these results suggest that the emission 

in the 4750-4950 nm wavelength range (used later in the spectral imaging tests) is produced by 

HBO2. Attempts to record emission from the B-H and N-H stretch bands of AB with this 

configuration were unsuccessful due to absorbance by CO2 in the ambient air and weak emission 

signals, respectively.  

 

Figure 26: Measured visible (left) and infrared (right) emission spectra emanating from an 
AB-air diffusion flame. 
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  During the hypergolic ignition tests, a similar ignition sequence was observed for the 

samples tested with a representative image sequence shown in Figure 27. After the droplet 

impacted and spread across the pellet surface, gas evolution was typically observed within 10-20 

milliseconds of contact between the pellet surface and the nitric acid droplet. The reddish-brown 

gas observed at this point suggests some degree of nitric acid decomposition may be occurring as 

part of this process, likely through the following global reaction, 

4 HNO
    
→ 2H O + 4NO + O , (1) 

as evidenced by the reddish-brown gas produced (NO2). The onset of gas evolution generally 

resulted in most of the remaining liquid nitric acid being dispersed from the pellet surface. Ignition 

generally followed the onset of gas evolution within 5-8 milliseconds, with the initial ignition 

kernel being located on/near the pellet surface. Supplementing the visible imaging with the 

infrared imaging of HBO2 (see Figure 28) demonstrates this more clearly, with distinct ignition 

zones being observed. Despite the reduced reactivity of the 70% nitric acid used here (compared 

to WFNA), the ignition delays observed were still typically in the range of 17-26 milliseconds. 

The ignition kernel then rapidly propagated through the gas phase, resulting in an intense (though 

short-lived) flame extending several centimeters beyond the pellet surface. After the excess 

oxidizer from the nitric acid droplet was consumed, the fuel pellets began burning with the ambient 

air, forming a diffusion-controlled flame. 

 

Figure 27: Representative image sequence of the hypergolic ignition of AB with reagent 
grade nitric acid. 
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Figure 28: Simultaneous visible (unfiltered) imaging (top) and infrared imaging of HBO2 
(bottom) during the hypergolic ignition of AB. 

  Representative image sequence sets comparing the simultaneous emission of BO2/HBO2 

and AB/BO during the initial ignition period can be found in Figure 29. The first image set in each 

sequence corresponds to the first frame with visible flame emission (i.e., “first light”) recorded by 

the unfiltered high-speed camera. As seen in Figure 28 and Figure 29, HBO2 emission can be 

observed prior to the first observed visible flame emission, with a localized rapid increase in the 

HBO2 emission intensity occurring at the eventual ignition site. However, faint HBO2 emission 

was observed as early as the onset of gas evolution. Studies related to boron combustion have 

suggested that at lower temperatures, HBO2 will form preferentially instead of the more fully 

oxidized B2O3 [99-101]. These results may suggest that part of the heat generated by the initial 

reactions between the nitric acid and AB prior to ignition is due to the formation of HBO2 at the 

AB-nitric acid interface. This localized heat release would then contribute to further decomposition 

of the AB/nitric acid, leading to the eventual evolution of gas. Once ignition has occurred and the 

flame begins propagating, the emission from BO and BO2 are observed throughout the flame, with 

peak emission intensities occurring in the propagating flame front. The location of the peak HBO2 
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emission intensity observed during this time period appears to lag slightly behind the flame front 

(i.e., closer to the pellet surface). 

 

Figure 29: Representative image sequences comparing the emission intensity from HBO2 
and BO2 (Left) and AB and BO (Right) during the hypergolic ignition of AB. 

  The plots shown in Figure 30 were obtained by taking the average pixel count of 5 

horizontally adjacent pixels at each vertical position along the pellet center line for the filtered 

cameras. Since only a single filter could be used for each camera for a given test, the data shown 

in the plots was taken from multiple tests once the excess oxidizer had been consumed/dispersed 

and a relatively steady diffusion flame was observed. For the data shown in the plot, images of 
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BO2 and HBO2 emission were obtained simultaneously. This is also the case for the images of AB 

and BO emission. Once the flame transitioned into a diffusion-controlled flame, a thin flame front 

formed approximately 3-4 mm above the pellet surface with the BO/BO2 emission being strongest 

within this region. As the BO band considered here is weak compared to the BO2 band, the 

measured BO emission was generally of similar magnitude to the recorded background emission. 

Following basic diffusion flame theory, it can be assumed that the location of the flame front 

corresponds to the location of the maximum flame temperature/peak heat release, where the local 

conditions are roughly stoichiometric [102]. This may suggest that BO/BO2 are formed primarily 

at higher temperatures, though further study is required to determine if the behavior observed here 

is simply due to the strong temperature dependence of the electronic transitions responsible for 

emission. 

 

Figure 30: BO2, HBO2, BO, and AB emission intensities as a function of height for an AB 
pellet burning with air (left) and a representative image of an AB-air diffusion flame (right) 

with the white line representing the pixels used for the intensity profile. 

  The emission intensity from HBO2 is strongest within the inner flame zone of the AB-air 

diffusion flame, with the peak emission intensity occurring 1-2 mm lower than the peak visible 

flame emissions (i.e., BO2). The HBO2 emission intensity then drops off gradually across the flame 

front until becoming too weak to measure approximately 6 mm above the pellet surface. While the 

decrease in emission intensity outside of the flame envelope is expected (due to the lower 
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temperatures within this region), the decrease prior to reaching the flame front is unexpected. Prior 

studies of the combustion behavior of boron (and boron-based fuels) have suggested that HBO2 is 

a relatively stable combustion product, often acting as an energy trap by preventing the full energy 

release associated with complete oxidation of boron to B2O3 [99-101]. Assuming the HBO2 

produced in the inner flame zone was stable, the emission intensity would be expected to increase 

within the flame front, where the local gas temperature is highest. As the opposite trend is 

observed, this may suggest that the HBO2 produced in the inner flame zone is being consumed to 

some extent, possibly to form BO2 and other boron oxides, such as B2O3. This may indicate that 

boron combustion via boranes may proceed to more complete combustion than is typical for more 

conventional boron fuels. Alternatively, this may suggest the mole fraction of HBO2 simply 

overshoots its equilibrium concentration initially, after which it decays to its equilibrium 

concentration. In any case, further study of both the flame temperature profile and the other boron 

oxides not considered here (e.g., B2O2, B2O3, etc.) is necessary before these explanations can be 

stated conclusively. 

5.4 Conclusion 

 High speed multi-spectral imaging was successfully utilized for studying the combustion 

behavior of AB during a hypergolic ignition process with reagent grade nitric acid. This is the first 

time this technique has been applied to study boron combustion, and also it is unique in that both 

visible and IR multi-spectral imaging were employed together. Assorted optical filters were used 

to selectively image the emissions from BO, BO2, HBO2, and the B-H stretch mode of AB (and 

potentially its decomposition products). Visible imaging demonstrated that the ignition process 

consisted of a separate gas evolution step preceding ignition by several milliseconds. HBO2 

emission was observed as early as this initial gas evolution step, suggesting the rapid formation of 
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HBO2 even at lower pre-ignition temperatures. The heat release associated with the formation of 

HBO2 by the initial reactions between the AB and nitric acid may provide the energy necessary for 

the further decomposition of the AB and nitric acid. Once ignition occurred, the flame was 

observed to propagate as a seemingly premixed flame, with BO and BO2 emissions being strongest 

in the propagating flame front. 

 Following the consumption/dissipation of the nitric acid, the flame emission intensity 

decreased substantially, corresponding to the AB pellets beginning to burn with the ambient air. 

At this point, a thin flame front formed 3-4 millimeters above the pellet surface, with the BO/BO2 

emissions occurring primarily in this narrow region. The peak HBO2 emission occurred between 

the pellet surface and visible flame front, with the peak intensity occurring 1-2 millimeters below 

the flame front. The drop off in HBO2 emission intensity observed within the flame zone 

potentially suggests some degree of conversion from HBO2 to BO2 and other boron oxides. This 

observation seems contradictory to the common understanding that HBO2 is a stable product 

species, preventing the full heat release achieved through the full oxidation of boron to B2O3. This 

may indicate that boron combustion via boranes may proceed to more complete combustion than 

is typical for more conventional boron fuels. 
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 PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT AND IGNITION DELAY 
SUPPRESSION OF TMEDA USING AMINE-BORANE ADDITIVES 

6.1 Introduction 

Unlike more conventional liquid propellants that require a dedicated ignition source, 

hypergolic propellants are uniquely capable of self-ignition upon contact between the fuel and 

oxidizer. Besides reducing system complexity by eliminating the need for an ignition system, these 

propellants can also enable reliable reignition for more complex mission profiles. Historically, 

most liquid rocket systems utilizing hypergolic propellants have used fuels based on hydrazine and 

its derivatives (e.g., monomethyl hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, etc.). While these 

fuels have been well characterized and offer high specific impulses, they are toxic and require 

special handling precautions. As such, there remains a strong motivation to develop alternative 

fuels that are less hazardous without sacrificing system performance. However, a lack of 

understanding with regards to the chemical kinetics that govern hypergolic ignition has resulted in 

few viable alternatives [1, 2].  

Tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) has been investigated as a less hazardous 

hypergolic fuel. Ignition delays of 15-20 milliseconds have been commonly reported for TMEDA 

with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA) [103-105]. Likewise, 2-N,N-dimethylaminoethylazide 

(DMAZ), a liquid organic azide fuel, was developed specifically to serve as a hypergolic fuel with 

performance characteristics comparable to monomethylhydrazine and other hydrazine-based fuels. 

While the predicted specific impulse for this fuel with the common hypergolic oxidizers is 

comparable to the more conventional fuels, the ignition delay of DMAZ with nitric acid based 

hypergolic oxidizers was unfortunately too long to be viable [104, 106].. While the performance 

of these fuels individually are insufficient to serve as viable replacements for the conventional 
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fuels, it has been shown that blends of TMEDA and DMAZ can result in ignition delays shorter 

than those found with either fuel separately [103, 104, 106]. Stevenson et al. found that fuels blend 

of approximately 20-40% DMAZ to 80-60% TMEDA by weight resulted in ignition delays of 9 

milliseconds with WFNA, compared to 14 and 26 milliseconds for TMEDA and DMAZ alone 

[104].  

In more recent years, amine-boranes (i.e. amine materials that have been complexed with 

borane adducts) have been receiving increased attention for use in propulsion applications [2, 7]. 

Besides their high hydrogen densities, these materials have been shown to be highly hypergolic 

with WFNA [2-4, 7, 11, 13, 107, 108]. Various researchers have investigated the ignition delays 

of a number of different amine-borane materials with WFNA to better characterize the general 

hypergolic behavior of this class of materials [2, 3, 7]. The authors found that for all of the 16 

different amine/amine-borane materials studied, the complexation of the amine materials with the 

borane adducts resulted in substantial improvements in the ignition delays [2]. This is illustrated 

most clearly with ammonia borane (AB, the simplest amine-borane material), where the base 

amine (ammonia) is not hypergolic while the corresponding amine-borane showed ignition delays 

of 2.0 milliseconds [2, 7]. When added to ionic liquid hypergolic fuel candidates (e.g. 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium dicyanamide (bmimDCA), 1-butyl-1-methyl pyrrolidinium dicyanamide 

(Pyrr14DCA), etc.), ammonia borane, hydrazine borane, and hydrazine bisborane were shown to 

greatly reduce the ignition delays relative to that of the base ionic liquid [107]. Additionally, Li et 

al. demonstrated that the addition of triethylamine borane (TEB, a liquid amine-borane) to 

bmimDCA could result in ignition delays of 3-4 milliseconds with TEB mass fractions as low as 

20% [109]. The objective of this work is to investigate the effects that amine-borane additives have 

on the ignition delay of TMEDA based fuel mixtures when tested with WFNA. 
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6.2 Experimental Methods 

6.2.1 Fuels 

For this work, the amine-boranes of interest were ammonia borane, ethylenediamine 

bisborane (EDBB), tetramethylethylenediamine bisborane (TMEDABB), and triethylamine 

borane. The AB, EDBB, and TMEDABB used here were prepared using the synthesis methods 

described previously  [7, 11, 50]. The triethylamine borane (assay 97%), TMEDA (assay 99%), 

and fumed silica (0.2-0.3 µm average aggregate size) used here were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich.  

For the tests performed here, the fuel formulations of interest each fell into one of three 

categories: 1) saturated solutions with solid amine-boranes, 2) physical mixtures of TMEDA and 

TEB (the only liquid amine-borane under consideration), and 3) gelled TMEDA-based fuel 

mixtures with excess solid amine-boranes (i.e., beyond the saturation limit). The preparation 

method varied slightly depending on the fuel type. In general, the assorted fuel mixtures used here 

were prepared by first massing out the respective assorted fuel components into 20 ml glass vials, 

after which the mixtures were briefly mixed by hand. Following this initial hand mix, the fuel 

mixtures were mixed further using a Fisher Scientific analog vortex mixer (model no. 02-215-365) 

for approximately 1 minute to disperse any additives (e.g., amine-boranes, fumed silica, etc.) 

within the TMEDA. For the physical mixtures of TMEDA and TEB, no further action was 

necessary to prepare the fuel blends.  

For the saturated fuel mixtures, after the solid amine-boranes were adequately dispersed 

throughout the TMEDA, these fuel mixtures were set aside for approximately 12 hours to allow 

the amine-boranes to dissolve. If the solid particulates fully dissolved during this time, further 

amounts of the amine-boranes were added. This process was repeated until excess solid 
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particulates remained after several hours. At this time, the mixtures were then filtered through a 

0.45 µm syringe filter to remove any remaining solid particulates, resulting in clear, particulate-

free solutions.  

For the gelled fuels, after mixing and dispersing the solid additives within the TMEDA, 

the fuel mixtures were gelled by partially submerging the fuel vials in a Cole-Parmer 8890 

ultrasonic cleaning bath for 5 minutes. For the solid amine-boranes under consideration, gelled 

fuel mixtures with 5%, 10%, and 15% amine-borane loadings (by weight) were prepared according 

to the formulations listed in Table 9. Additive loadings beyond 15% were impractical for use due 

to the mixtures being too viscous to mix properly using the method used here. Additionally, a 

baseline TMEDA gel (i.e., with no added amine-borane materials) was also tested to help 

determine what effects (if any) the gelling process has on the ignition delays. To help maintain 

relatively consistent gel properties as solid loading increased, the TMEDA-fumed silica ratio was 

maintained at 19:1 for each of the gel mixtures. Representative samples of the baseline TMEDA 

gel as well as a representative example of the various gelled fuels with solid amine-borane 

additives are shown in Figure 31. As seen in Figure 31, the consistency of these fuels once fully 

set was that of a stiff gel when not subjected to an external stimulus, enabling the suspension of 

solid particles. When subjected to a shearing force, the gelled fuel mixtures became relatively free 

flowing, demonstrating the shear-thinning behavior of these materials. 
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Table 9: Fuel formulations used to prepare the TMEDA-based gelled fuels 
with solid amine-borane additives. 

Fuel component Weight percentages (%) 

TMEDA 90.25 85.5 80.75 

Fumed silica 4.75 4.5 4.25 

Additive 5 10 15 

        

 

Figure 31: Representative baseline TMEDA gel sample (left) and gelled fuel sample with 
15% TMEDABB by mass (right). 

6.2.2 Ignition delay 

The ignition delay of the fuel mixtures of interest was investigated using the hypergolic 

ignition drop test apparatus shown in Figure 32. Prior to each test, the fuel mixtures were loaded 

into square (12.7 mm by 12.7 mm) acrylic cuvettes and the sample mass recorded to improve the 

test-to-test consistency. The 99% WFNA used for these tests was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and dispensed using a gastight 100 µL syringe positioned horizontally approximately 12.7 cm 

above the fuel. The purity of the WFNA was maintained for each set of tests by transferring the 

WFNA from its original container into smaller glass vials under an argon environment, with each 

vial being used for a single set of tests [108].  The ignition delay tests were recorded using a high-
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speed V5 color phantom camera operating at 2500 frames per second. A pair of halogen work-

lights was used to provide additional illumination of the falling oxidizer droplet prior to it 

impacting the fuel sample. The ignition delay for each test was defined as the amount of time that 

passed between the initial contact between the fuel and oxidizer to the first visible flame emissions. 

This is illustrated for a representative ignition delay test with triethylamine borane and WFNA in 

Figure 33. 

 

Figure 32: Hypergolic ignition drop test experimental configuration 

 

Figure 33: Representative ignition delay test between triethylamine borane and WFNA 
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6.3 Results and analysis 

6.3.1 Saturated fuel solutions 

Given the increased complexity inherent to a gelled fuel formulation (with regards to 

propellant processing/loading/feed systems), a series of ignition delay tests was performed with 

saturated solutions of AB, EDBB, and TMEDABB in TMEDA. If the impacts of these fuels on 

the ignition delay are significant even at low dissolved mass fractions, these saturated solutions 

could be used directly in conventional liquid bipropellant systems.   

The results of the hypergolic ignition delay experiments with the TMEDA-based saturated 

fuel solutions are listed in Table 10. Also included are the approximate solubility limits for each 

of the three additives in TMEDA. For these fuel mixtures, the addition of the AB, EDBB, and 

TMEDABB resulted in the ignition delay for these mixtures decreasing significantly relatively to 

TMEDA. The addition of these materials in general also seemed to increase the overall flame 

intensity following ignition as shown in Figure 34. Of the three materials tested, TMEDABB and 

AB resulted in the largest improvements to the mean ignition delays (51.2% and 50.8% reduction 

respectively) while EDBB was slightly less beneficial (43% reduction). This similarity in mean 

ignition delays is particularly noteworthy given that the typical ignition delays that have been 

reported previously for AB and EDBB (approximately 2.0 and 2.9 ms respectively) are much 

shorter than have been reported for TMEDABB (approximately 26.2 ms) [3, 4, 11].  
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Table 10: Estimated additive solubility limits (weight percentages) and ignition delay 
results for saturated solutions with dissolved solid amine boranes in TMEDA. 

Fuel type 
Estimated solubility 

limits (wt. %) 

Mean ignition 

delay (ms) 

Standard 

deviation (ms) 

Number 

of tests 

TMEDA N/A 20.34 4.24 7 

TMEDA-TMEDABB 10-12 9.93 1.72 6 

TMEDA-AB 1-3 10.00 1.57 4 

TMEDA-EDBB 1-3 11.60 1.99 4 

 

 

Figure 34: Representative image sequences comparing hypergolic ignition of TMEDA (top) 
with the saturated TMEDA-AB fuel solution (bottom) with WFNA. 

6.3.2 TMEDA-TEB fuel blends 

Unlike AB, EDBB, and TMEDABB, which are solid amine-boranes, TEB is a liquid 

amine-borane material. Earlier studies of the hypergolic nature of TEB with WFNA have reported 
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ignition delays rivaling that of the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels, with ignition delays 

of approximately 3-4 milliseconds being typical [13, 109]. As discussed previously, fuel mixtures 

of TMEDA and DMAZ (both liquid hypergolic fuels) have been shown to result in ignition delays 

shorter than either fuel individually [104]. As both TMEDA and TEB are liquid fuels, they could 

potentially be used in a wide variety of relative weight ratios without encountering the rheological 

issues inherent to the gelled fuels with high solid wt. fractions. This would potentially enable the 

hypergolic performance of these fuel mixtures to be optimized for a given application. 

The ignition delay results for TMEDA-TEB based fuel blends as a function of the relative 

fuel weight fractions are shown in Figure 35. In addition to neat fuel samples of TMEDA and TEB, 

fuel blends of 80-20, 60-40, 40-60, and 20-80 TMEDA-TEB (by mass) were tested. As shown in 

the plot, the addition of 20% TEB by mass resulted in the mean ignition delay decreasing by 

approximately 6-7 milliseconds. Beyond this weight percentage however, the ignition delay 

appeared to be relatively insensitive to the addition of further TEB until the 60% TEB weight 

percentage is achieved. At this point, a further decrease in ignition delay was observed, with the 

mean ignition delays for the 20-80 TMEDA-TEB fuel mixture being shorter than that of TEB itself. 

This behavior is roughly consistent with the earlier results reported by Stevenson et al. for fuel 

blends of TMEDA and DMAZ, where the ignition delay of particular fuel mixtures could result in 

ignition delays shorter than expected for either of the individual fuel constituents [104]. 
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Figure 35: Ignition delay results for varying weight ratios of TMEDA-TEB with WFNA. 

While performing the ignition delay experiments with the TMEDA-TEB based fuel 

mixtures, it was observed that over time, the color and consistency of the mixtures transitioned 

from a colorless/pale yellow liquid to an opaque/cloudy white slurry like consistency. This 

behavior was most prominent for mixtures with roughly 1:1 TMEDA:TEB by mass (e.g., 60-40 

and 40-60 TMEDA-TEB), where in some cases the mixtures would crystalize within 30 minutes 

of mixing. Gently stirring the crystalized mixtures with a stainless-steel spatula in some cases 

would return the material to a more fluid state though this was generally short-lived. For relatively 

TMEDA/TEB rich mixtures, the onset of this behavior was more delayed, with these mixtures 

remaining free flowing for several hours after mixing. 

Briefly heating the fuel mixtures to approximately 60-70 ℃ caused the remaining liquid 

constituents to evaporate, leaving behind a white solid material. Hydrogen, carbon, and boron 

NMR analysis of this solid material resulted in the shifts listed in Table 11. Comparing the obtained 

NMR spectra to previously published results published previously by Chitsaz et al. suggested that 
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the white solid formed was most likely TMEDABB [110]. This indicates that a trans-borylation 

reaction occurred between the TMEDA and TEB, resulting in TMEDABB and triethylamine. As 

such, while the hypergolic performance of the TMEDA-TEB mixtures was competitive with the 

more conventional hydrazine-based hypergolic fuels, the ready formation of TMEDABB suggests 

that TMEDA and TEB based fuel blends are likely unsuitable for practical use. 

Table 11: NMR spectral shifts measured during analysis of white solid produced by 
reaction between TMEDA and TEB. 

Shifts (ppm) 

1H NMR 0.97-2.14 (1.52) 2.65 (2.59) 3.16 (3.11) 

13C NMR 52.89 (53.2) 58.91 (59.3)   

11B NMR -11.06 (-10.0)     

Values listed in ( ) are reference values published previously by Chitsaz 
et al. [110] for TMEDABB 

6.3.3 TMEDA-based gelled fuel mixtures 

The results obtained for the ignition delay testing performed with the assorted TMEDA 

based gels are summarized in entries A, B, and C of Figure 37 with the mean ignition delays for 

each mixture summarized in entry D. Included for reference in these plots are the ignition delay 

results obtained for neat TMEDA as well as the saturated TMEDA solution for each additive. In 

general, compared to the neat TMEDA and saturated TMEDA solutions, the gelled fuels showed 

a higher degree of test-to-test variation in ignition delays. This is most likely due to the fuel pool 

and oxidizer droplet mixing less readily/consistently due to the increased viscosity of the gelled 

fuels. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 36, comparing the mixing behavior of TMEDA and 

gelled TMEDA upon contact with the WFNA droplet. As the drop test experimental configuration 
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does not fully reflect the injection/mixing dynamics present in actual liquid bipropellant rockets 

however, these mixing issues would likely be less prominent in a more realistic system.  

 

Figure 36: Representative image sequences demonstrating the differences in mixing 
behavior between the WFNA droplet and TMEDA (top) and gelled TMEDA (bottom) 

For the gelled fuel mixtures with AB and EDBB, the shortest mean ignition delays were 

obtained for the 5% additive wt. percentage samples. Beyond this weight loading however, the 

mean ignition delays began to increase, with the ignition delays for the 15% wt. percentage 

samples in some cases being significantly longer than that of TMEDA itself. The TMEDABB fuels 

seemed to contradict this behavior however, with the longest ignition delays occurring for the 5% 

wt. percentage case. Increasing the TMEDABB weight percentage to 10% and 15% improved the 

ignition delays further, with the ignition delay for certain samples being shorter than those of the 

saturated fuel solutions discussed previously. Given the higher solubility limit for TMEDABB in 

TMEDA compared to AB and EDBB, this may suggest that the addition of these materials reduces 

the ignition delays until the solubility limit is reached. If the excess (i.e., non-dissolved) solid 

particles do not react sufficiently on the relevant time-scales, they may serve as thermal sinks, 

effectively slowing the rate at which the system temperature increases and, consequently, slowing 
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the rate at which ignition occurs. These effects would likely be further exacerbated by the mixing 

issues resulting from the higher fuel viscosities inherent to these gelled fuels. 

 

Figure 37: Ignition delay results for gelled TMEDA fuel mixtures with AB (A), EDBB (B), 
and TMEDABB (C) additives. The mean ignition delays for each of the gelled fuel mixtures 

are summarized in entry D. 
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6.3.4 Theoretical performance 

The theoretical performance for some of the fuels/fuel blends of interest with WFNA were 

investigated using NASA CEA thermochemical code [111, 112]. For these calculations, a chamber 

pressure of 68 atm with perfect expansion to atmospheric pressure and “equilibrium” conditions 

were assumed. The relevant intrinsic properties for the various fuels considered here can be found 

in Table 12. 

Table 12: Intrinsic properties of reactants used for thermochemical equilibrium 
calculations 

Material 
Density 
(g/cc) 

ΔHf 

(kJ/mol) 
Chemical 
formula 

Source 

Tetramethylethylenediamine 
(TMEDA) 

0.775 2.5104 C6H16N2 [113] 

Ammonia borane (AB) 0.7799 -66.9 N1B1H6 [3] 

Ethylenediamine bisborane 
(EDBB) 

0.8317 -145.9 C2H14B2N2 [3] 

Tetramethylethylenediamine 
bisborane (TMEDABB) 

0.930 -100.0 C6H22B2N2 [106] 

Triethylamine borane (TEB) 0.777 -198.6 C6H18B1N1 [109] 

Fumed Silica (FS) 2.2 -910.69 SiO2 [6] 
White Fuming Nitric Acid 

(WFNA) 
1.503 -173.013 HNO3 

[111, 
112] 

 

The predicted specific impulse as a function of oxidizer-to-fuel ratios (O/F) for some of 

the amine-boranes under consideration here in comparison to TMEDA and the more conventional 

hydrazine-based hypergolic fuels with is shown in Figure 38. Unlike more conventional fuels, 

which typically have a single peak with respect to specific impulse (as a function of O/F ratio), 

amine-borane fuels (particularly those with high boron weight percentages) commonly exhibit dual 

peak behaviors [3, 4, 11]. This behavior is illustrated most clearly with AB (as seen in Figure 38), 

with peaks occurring at O/F ratios of approximately 1 and 3.5. These peaks correspond to the 
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complete oxidation of boron for the lower O/F peak and the complete oxidation of the boron and 

hydrogen for the higher O/F peak [4, 7]. In contrast, TEB and TMEDABB (with lower boron 

weight percentages of 9.4% and 15.03% respectively compared to AB’s 35.02%) exhibit a single 

broader peak. The wide range of O/F ratios offering high levels of performance inherent to these 

fuels could help maintain high levels of performance during throttling periods. This potential 

benefit is particularly relevant for maneuvering and attitude control systems characterized by 

highly transient operation. 

 

Figure 38: Theoretical performance for TMEDA and the amine-borane fuels under 
investigation in comparison to the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels. 

Theoretical performance calculations were also performed for some of the saturated fuel 

solutions and gelled fuel mixtures discussed previously. For each of these fuel mixtures, the peak 

specific impulse (Isp) and density specific impulse (ρIsp) was calculated and tabulated in Table 13. 

Given the long-term stability concerns associated with the TMEDA-TEB fuel mixtures, these fuel 

mixtures were not included in these calculations. For the saturated TMEDA fuel solutions, the 
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“lower limit” and “upper limit” entries correspond to the lower and upper estimates for the 

solubility of AB/EDBB/TMEDABB in TMEDA. Given the relatively low solubility limits of AB 

and EDBB in TMEDA, these fuel solutions offer only a marginal improvement in specific impulse 

in comparison to TMEDA. The slightly higher solubility limit for TMEDABB resulted in the 

specific impulse of this solution surpassing that of the AB/EDBB solutions. While the specific 

impulse of these fuels with WFNA is not sufficient to make them competitive with the more 

standard monomethylhydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) combination (Isp = 289 s), the density 

specific impulse of these fuels is much more competitive (ρIsp = 344 g-s/cm3 for MMH-NTO) [6, 

23]. This suggests that these fuels may be best suited for volume-limited applications. However, 

if these fuels are similarly hypergolic with the more energy dense hypergolic oxidizers (e.g., red 

fuming nitric acid, NTO, etc.), the specific impulse of these fuels (compared to MMH) would be 

much more competitive. 

Table 13: Predicted performance of TMEDA-based fuel mixtures with WFNA 

  AB EDBB TMEDABB 

Fuel type  Isp (s) ρIsp (g-s/cm3) Isp (s) 
ρIsp (g-
s/cm3) 

Isp (s) 
ρIsp (g-
s/cm3) 

TMEDA (no 
additives) 

268.5  339.8 268.5 339.8 268.5 339.8 

Saturated 
solution 

(lower limit) 
268.7  339.9  268.6  339.9  268.9  342.2  

Saturated 
solution 

(upper limit) 
268.9 340.2 268.7 340.2 269.0 342.6 

5% additive 
wt. % gel 

267.3 339.0 266.9 338.9 266.8 339.3 

10% additive 
wt. % gel 

268.0 339.8 267.3 339.5 267.1 340.5 

15% additive 
wt. % gel 

268.8 340.6 267.6 340.2 267.4 341.7 
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For the gelled fuels, the inclusion of the inert fumed silica offsets the gains in specific 

impulse that could be achieved through higher additive loadings. While the Isp of the 15% AB 

gelled fuel slightly surpasses that of the TMEDA for similar conditions, the remaining gelled fuels 

all underperform TMEDA by 1-2 seconds of Isp. Further improvements to the specific impulse 

would likely necessitate switching to an alternative, non-inert gelling agent (e.g., hydroxypropyl 

cellulose (HPC)) [114, 115]. Additionally, further optimization of the gel rheology by varying the 

gellant loading as well as the additive particle size could potentially enable higher additive 

loadings, improving the overall energy density of the fuel. It has also been shown that reactive 

nanoscale particles can also act as pseudo-gellants in some cases, reducing the need for inert 

gelling agents [116-118]. Gelling the fuels increased the density specific impulse slightly at the 

15% additive loadings, though the increased ignition delays for the AB/EDBB gels would likely 

make these formulations impractical for use. These marginal increases in density specific impulse 

are likely too small however to warrant the added complexity of the gelled fuels, particularly when 

compared to the much simpler TMEDA fuel solutions offering similar benefits.  

6.4 Conclusions 

The impacts of adding assorted amine-borane materials to TMEDA were investigated and 

characterized. For TMEDA-based saturated fuel solutions, the addition of AB/EDBB/TMEDABB 

resulted in the measured ignition delays decreasing by approximately 43-51% relative to that of 

TMEDA itself. While all three materials resulted in comparable mean ignition delays, the lower 

solubility limits of AB and EDBB in TMEDA (compared to TMEDABB) suggests that these 

materials are more effective at improving the ignition delays, particularly at lower weight fractions.  
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The addition of triethylamine borane to TMEDA resulted in some of the most significant 

improvements in ignition delay for the assorted amine-boranes investigated here. However, the 

stability of the TMEDA-TEB fuel mixtures appears questionable, given the ready formation of a 

white solid material even at room temperature. NMR analysis of this material suggests that it is 

likely tetramethylethylenediamine bisborane, formed through a trans-borylation reaction between 

the TMEDA and TEB. Consequently, triethylamine borane is likely unsuitable for use as an 

additive in fuel formulations with TMEDA and other amine compounds.  

In general, the minimum ignition delays measured for the gelled TMEDA fuels with the 

three solid amine-boranes was at best comparable to those measured for the saturated (i.e. non-

gelled) TMEDA solutions. Increasing the amine-borane weight fraction beyond their respective 

solubility limits offered diminishing returns with regards to decreasing the ignitions delays and, 

for the AB/EDBB mixtures, increased the ignition delay. This may suggest that the solid particles 

are not reacting fully on the relevant time scales and potentially acting as heat sinks, slowing the 

rate at which the system temperature increases. Additionally, the increased viscosity of the gelled 

fuel mixtures (compared to the non-gelled fuels) likely prevented the oxidizer droplet from readily 

mixing with the fuel, further slowing the rate of reaction. However, as the drop test experimental 

configuration used here does not reflect the injection and mixing dynamics present in liquid rocket 

engines, these mixing issues would likely be less prominent in a more realistic configuration. 

Theoretical performance calculations suggest that for volume-limited applications (where 

density specific impulse becomes more relevant), the TMEDA-based fuel mixtures investigated 

here are competitive with the more standard MMH-NTO combination. Given the inert nature of 

the fumed silica used to prepare the gelled fuels, these fuels offered little to no benefit in specific 

impulse compared to TMEDA itself. Switching to an alternative, non-inert gelling agent would 
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likely improve the predicted performance of these materials. In addition, switching to nanoscale 

reactive particles for these additives could reduce the inert gelling agent weight fraction necessary 

to gel these fuels, further improving the energy density of these fuels.  Considering their relative 

simplicity and consistently short ignition delays, the saturated TMEDA fuel solutions appear to be 

the most promising fuels investigated in this work. If these fuels result in similar ignition delays 

with other hypergolic oxidizers (e.g., RFNA, NTO, etc.), their predicted specific impulse would 

be much closer to MMH-NTO. If this is indeed the case, these fuels could potentially serve as 

much safer, drop-in replacements for the highly toxic hydrazine-based fuels, greatly reducing the 

health hazards associated with handling these fuels. 
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 PERFORMANCE OF AMMONIA BORANE-BASED FUELS IN 
HYPERGOLIC HYBRID ROCKET MOTORS 

7.1 Introduction 

While they offer high specific impulse values and short ignition delays when used in 

hypergolic propellant systems, hydrazine and other hydrazine derivatives (e.g., monomethyl 

hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine, etc.) are highly toxic. Despite the strong motivation 

to find a less toxic alternative, few viable alternatives have been developed due to a lack of 

understanding of the fundamental chemical kinetics governing the hypergolic behavior of these 

propellants [1, 2]. 

Recently, amine-boranes have begun receiving increased attention as potential alternatives 

to the more conventional hydrazine-based fuels [2-4, 11]. One amine-borane of interest for use as 

a solid fuel in hypergolic hybrid systems is ammonia borane (AB). The high hydrogen density of 

ammonia borane (19.6 percent hydrogen by mass) makes it a particularly attractive fuel candidate 

due to hydrogen’s low molecular weight. More importantly, ammonia borane has been shown to 

be highly hypergolic with white fuming nitric acid (WFNA) with ignition delays as short as 1-2 

milliseconds [2-4, 107]. In addition, thermochemical equilibrium calculations performed with 

CHEETAH 7.0 thermochemical code predict higher specific impulse values when ammonia 

borane-based fuels are used with WFNA in place of the typical hydrazine-based fuels [55]. As 

seen in Figure 39, ammonia borane also shows a dual-peak behavior which would allow for high 

specific impulse values across a wide range of O/F ratios. 
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Figure 39: Theoretical performance of a variety of hypergolic fuels with WFNA assuming 
chamber pressures of 68 atm and perfectly expanded to atmospheric pressure 

To date, ammonia borane has yet to be tested in a hybrid rocket motor with any of the 

commonly used hypergolic oxidizers in the open literature. Much of the prior work investigating 

ammonia borane for use in solid and hybrid propellant formulations has been hindered by 

compatibility issues with many of the binders commonly used in propellant formulations [3, 4]. 

Lee et al. reported that the addition of AB to a HTPB-AP composite propellant resulted in the 

binder failing to cure due to the AB interfering with the HTPB crosslinking process [19]. Similar 

compatibility issues were also present when AB was mixed with polybutadiene acrylonitrile 

(PBAN) and carboxyl terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) binders (though these issues were less 

obvious at higher solids loadings) [4]. As an alternative to these more conventional binders, 

Weismiller et al. made use of paraffin wax to successfully prepare fuel grains loaded with ammonia 

borane [20]. When tested in a small scale hybrid motor with gaseous oxygen, combustion 

efficiencies upwards of 90% were reported for AB loadings of up to 50% by mass [20]. The 

objective of this work is to further investigate the performance of ammonia borane-based fuels 
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when used in hybrid rocket motors, particularly when used with hypergolic oxidizers like white 

fuming nitric acid.  

7.2 Experimental Methods 

7.2.1 Fuel Grain Preparation 

The ammonia borane used here was synthesized at Purdue University at the H.C. Brown 

Center for Borane Research using a water promoted synthesis method described previously [50]. 

To improve the mechanical properties of the prepared fuel grains, EnviroTex Lite® epoxy was used 

as a fuel binder. This epoxy-based binder was shown previously by Clements et al. result in 

properly curing samples at high AB solids loadings [5, 108]. An 80% AB solids loading (by 

weight) was used for these fuel grains as this AB loading was also shown previously by Clements 

et al. to offer the lowest mean ignition delays while still offering predicted performance that 

surpasses that of the standard hydrazine-based fuels [5, 108]. The Ammonia borane-based fuel 

grains were prepared by first mixing the EnviroTex Lite® resin and hardener components in a 1:1 

ratio by mass. This epoxy mixture was then mixed by hand for several minutes after which the AB 

was gradually added and mixed by hand. Once all the AB was added and sufficiently wetted by 

the binder, a Resodyn LabRam resonant mixture was used to mix the mixture further for 5 minutes 

at 80 G’s acceleration.  

As the AB-epoxy mixture was too dry to be cast-cured into molds at the high solids 

loadings used here, the mixture was pressed into 12.7 mm ID, 25.4 mm OD fuel grain segments 

using a hydraulic press and custom press die. The press die was loaded with enough of the AB-

epoxy mixture to result in fuel segments approximately 50.8 mm long. These segments were 

pressed in two 5-minute-long intervals at approximately 4000 psia applied pressure, with half of 

the total segment mass being added before each interval to help minimize density gradients along 
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the segment length. After pressing, these segments were cured for several days at room 

temperature. Examples of typical pressed fuel grain segments can be found in Figure 40. Once the 

segments were cured, the fuel grains were assembled by first aligning the segments end-to-end on 

a 12.7 mm acetal mandrel with a thin layer of epoxy applied between each layer. A light layer of 

epoxy was then applied to the outer surface of the segments to secure them in a 25.4 mm ID, 50.8 

mm OD phenolic tube liner. The front face of the head-end fuel grain segment recessed 6.35 mm 

from the head-end of the phenolic tube liner so that this face is in line with the face of the injector. 

This process was used to prepare both 152.4 and 304.8 mm long fuel grains. Before each test, the 

inner port of each fuel grain was sanded to remove any excess epoxy on the fuel surface. 

 

Figure 40: Representative pressed AB-epoxy fuel grain segment 

7.2.2 Hybrid Rocket Combustor 

The hybrid rocket motor used for this study (shown in Figure 41) is comprised of several 

modular stainless-steel sections. This allows the same post combustion chamber and nozzle 

assembly to be used for both the 152.4 and 304.8 mm-long fuel grains that will be tested. Graphite 

nozzles with 45° half angle converging sections and varying throat diameters were used for this 

system. The throat diameter of the graphite nozzles used for each test was set based on the target 

chamber pressure and expected fuel/oxidizer flow rates. To improve the flow characteristics and 
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help prevent the nozzle from clogging due to any potential condensed phase products, a small 

diverging section (not pictured in Figure 41) was added to each of the nozzles used. 

 

Figure 41: Hybrid rocket motor used for investigating the performance of ammonia 
borane-based fuel grains 

The WFNA used for these tests was supplied to the motor using a simple pressure-fed 

flow system as shown in Figure 42. Bulk nitrogen gas was used to pressurize the WFNA prior to 

testing. To provide a stable oxidizer flowrate to the motor, a stainless-steel cavitating venturi was 

used (throat diameter 0.4318 mm). This had the added benefit of helping to isolate the flow system 

upstream of the venturi from any significant pressure fluctuations that may result during these tests 

(particularly during ignition transients). The upstream/supply pressure was varied using a Tescom 

ER-3000 electronic regulator to allow for different WFNA flowrates (and as a result oxidizer-to-

fuel ratios) to be achieved. For these tests, a Spraying Systems Co. 1/8GG-316SS1 FullJet cone 

spray nozzle installed in the head end of the combustion chamber was used as an injector. 
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Figure 42: Simplified plumbing and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) for flow system used 
to supply WFNA to hybrid motor 

During each test, the motor chamber pressure was monitored using a GE UNIK 5000 

pressure transducer. In addition, a Druck PMP1260 pressure transducer installed upstream of the 

cavitating venturi was used to monitor the WFNA pressure. The oxidizer mass flow rate (ṁ ) for 

each test was determined from the relation, 

ṁ = A C , 2gρ (P − P ) 

where A  is the venturi throat area, C ,  is the discharge coefficient of the venturi, g is 

gravitational acceleration,  ρ  is the density of WFNA, P  is the venturi upstream 

pressure, and P  is the vapor pressure of WFNA.  

The overall test matrix completed over the course of this work is outlined in Table 14. A 

total of 5 tests were completed here, with the first test intended to verify the hypergolic ignition of 

the fuel in this motor configuration. To reduce the risk of over pressurization, the nozzle throat 

diameter for this test was intentionally oversized. To date, there has been no regression rate data 

published in the open literature for the AB-based fuel formulation used here. To provide an initial 

estimate of this parameter, the regression rate data obtained previously with this same hybrid motor 
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for fuel grains based on ethylenediamine bisborane (EDBB) with WFNA was used [7]. After 

completing the first full duration hot fire test (test no. 2), the regression rate estimates were revised 

based on the regression rate measured during this test. The objective of the tests that followed (test 

no.’s 3-5) were then intended to investigate the influence of the oxidizer mass flux on the fuel 

regression rate for a target steady state operating pressure of 250 psia. 

Table 14: Test matrix for hybrid motor tests 

 

7.3 Results and Analysis 

For each of the motor tests performed, the experimental characteristic velocity (C*) was 

determined based on the following relation, 

C∗ =
A P

ṁ + ṁ
=

A

m + m
P (t)dt 

where A  is the nozzle throat area, m /m  are the total amounts of fuel/oxidizer consumed during 

each test, P (t) is the chamber pressure as a function of time, and t  is the test duration [56]. The 

integral in this equation was numerically integrated using the trapezoidal rule based on the 
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measured chamber pressures and the time between each successive data point. The test/burn 

duration was estimated from videos taken during each test based on the amount of time that passed 

from when the first visible smoke/flame/etc. was observed from the motor to when the motor/fuel 

grain quenched. For the chamber pressure data, the “start” of the burn was defined as the time 

when the chamber pressure reaches 10 percent of the peak chamber pressure achieved. The fuel 

mass consumed during each test was obtained by measuring the mass of the fuel grain before and 

after each test. Using the average chamber pressure and the oxidizer/fuel flow rates, the 

theoretical/ideal C* was obtained from NASA CEA [111, 112]. The delivered C* efficiency (𝜂 ∗) 

was then determined from the relation,  

𝜂 ∗ =
𝐶∗

𝐶∗
 

where 𝐶∗  is the experimentally determined C* value and 𝐶∗  is the theoretical C* value 

obtained from NASA CEA for the experimental operating conditions. 

The results for each of the tests performed during this test campaign are outlined in  

 

 

 

 

Table 15. For each test case listed in the table, two separate average chamber pressure 

entries are listed, corresponding to the average chamber pressure during the full burn duration 

(𝑷𝒄,𝒕𝒃 ) and the peak/steady state conditions ( 𝑷𝒄,𝒔𝒔 ). The difference in these time frames is 

illustrated for test 2 in Figure 43. 
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Table 15: Summary of motor performance parameters for each of the motor tests 
performed 

Test number 1 2 3 4 5 
Fuel grain length (cm) 15.24 31.15 30.40 30.40 30.25 

�̇�𝐨𝐱(g/s) 11.65 11.65 14.27 16.48 11.65 
𝐆𝐨𝐱 (𝐤𝐠/𝐦𝟐𝐬) 91.96 91.96 112.67 130.12 91.96 

𝐭𝐛𝐮𝐫𝐧 (s) - 10.41 10.31 10.95 10.50 
𝛒𝐟𝐮𝐞𝐥 (𝐠/𝐜𝐦𝟑) 0.7716 0.7574 0.7693 0.7674 0.7724 

Fuel mass consumed (g) 21.30 49.83 47.95 47.83 46.90 
Percentage of fuel mass 

consumed (%) 51.20 59.76 57.22 57.29 56.00 
�̇�𝐟𝐮𝐞𝐥 (g/s) - 4.79 4.65 4.37 4.47 

�̇�𝐚𝐯𝐠 (mm/s) - 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.37 
O/F - 2.43 3.07 3.77 2.61 

𝐏𝐜,𝐭𝐛
 (psia) - 197.38 118.65 116.53 120.30 

𝐏𝐜,𝐬𝐬 (psia) - 339.25 252.02 220.75 277.10 
𝑪∗

𝒆𝒙𝒑. (m/s) - 1265.57 1106.56 1193.94 1267.06 
𝜼𝐂∗ - 0.75 0.66 0.74 0.75 

𝐓𝐡𝐫𝐮𝐬𝐭𝐬𝐬 (lbf) - 8.95 8.50 9.55 7.22 
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Figure 43: Representative chamber pressure time history showing difference between the 
full burn average pressure (𝑷𝒄,𝒕𝒃) and the peak/steady state operating pressure (𝑷𝒄,𝒔𝒔) 

For the five tests performed, hypergolic ignition of the fuel grains was successfully 

achieved in all test cases. As shown in Figure 44, the initial ignition corresponded to a spike in the 

chamber pressure, after which the chamber pressure gradually increased to its steady 

state/operating pressure over the course of 3-4 seconds. During this period, the chamber pressure 

exhibited small scale (i.e., 2-5 psia) pressure oscillations with an oscillatory frequency that 

typically ranged from 20-35 Hz before eventually dampening out as the motor reached its 

operating pressure. High speed video recorded during this period showed the exhaust plume 

varying in intensity, with the motor appearing to quench and reignite periodically until the motor 

reached its operating pressure. At this time, the exhaust plumes stabilized, and well-defined shock 

diamonds were observed. Examples of the exhaust plume structure during the transient and steady-

state phase can be found in Figure 45. 
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Figure 44: Representative chamber and injector pressure traces during the initial ignition 
phase (data for test no. 4 shown) 

 

 

Figure 45: Image sequence showing motor exhaust plume during the transient ignition 
period (top) and during steady-state operation (bottom) 
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For the first full duration hot-fire test (test no. 2), the fuel mass flow rate was much higher 

than expected based on the estimates from the tests performed previously with EDBB-based fuel 

grains. As shown in Figure 46, the measured chamber pressures for this test were significantly 

higher than the 100 psia chamber pressure predicted based on regression rate estimates for the 

work performed previously with EDBB. Unexpectedly, the chamber pressure during the steady 

burning phase (i.e., Time=67.1 s to 70.5s in Figure 46) exhibited two periods of relatively constant 

pressure, with a sharp jump/discontinuity separating the two. The higher chamber pressure after 

the jump may have resulted from a higher oxidizer mass flow rate, potentially due to the pressure 

drop across the cavitating venturi being too low to maintain cavitation in the venturi throat. For 

most properly performing cavitating venturis, a pressure drop of at least 15% is considered the 

minimum necessary for proper cavitation to occur [119]. For this test, this corresponds to an 

injector pressure (measured downstream of the venturi) of approximately 340 psia. As the injector 

pressure was at most 332-333 psia prior to the jump, the venturi was likely cavitating properly 

during this initial phase. Following the jump however, the injector pressure ranged from 380-385 

psia, suggesting the venturi was no longer cavitating, leading to the higher oxidizer mass flow rate 

and chamber pressure observed during this period. Given the gradual decrease in chamber pressure 

leading to the jump, the exact cause of this discontinuity is unclear.  
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Figure 46: Chamber pressure, injector pressure, and venturi upstream pressure vs time for 
test no. 2 

As shown previously in  

 

 

 

 

Table 15, for each of the full hot-fire tests performed (i.e., tests number 2 through 5), the 

measured C* efficiencies (𝜂 ∗) ranged from 66 to 76 %. These relatively low 𝜂 ∗ values suggest 

the incomplete combustion of the fuel and oxidizer. Low combustion efficiencies can in many 

cases result from non-optimal combustion chamber design (e.g. low residence times, poor 

injection/mixing, heat loss to the combustor walls, etc.) [23]. Additionally, the formation of 

condensed-phase product species can result in further reductions in the overall combustion 

efficiency. These issues can in many cases be remedied through further optimization of the 

combustion chamber design for a given fuel and oxidizer combination. 
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For all the tests performed during this test campaign, examination of the nozzle and post 

combustion chamber following each test revealed that a considerable amount of condensed-phase 

products had accumulated on the surfaces of the post combustion chamber and nozzle. 

Representative images showing this behavior can be seen in Figure 47. As these products do not 

contribute to the chamber pressure while still counting towards the total fuel mass consumed, their 

formation was likely a contributing factor to the low C* efficiencies encountered here. However, 

it is unknown if the formation of these products occurred during regular motor operations or during 

the nitrogen purge period that followed each test. This issue is convoluted further through the 

potential ejection of condensed phase material from the fuel grain during this purge period. In 

some cases (such as the test case shown in Figure 47), larger chunks of material were observed in 

the converging section/throat of the nozzle. This ejected material would introduce additional error 

in the fuel mass consumed and consequently result in reduced C* efficiencies. 

 

Figure 47: Representative images showing accumulation of condensed phase products on 
surface of post combustion chamber and nozzle 

Unlike the more conventional solid fuels used in hybrid rockets, where the fuel surface 

regresses as it is consumed during motor operation, the AB-epoxy fuels used here exhibited 

considerable swelling during the tests performed. As a result, even though approximately 56-60% 
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of the fuel mass was consumed, the fuel port diameters remained roughly constant or in some cases 

decreased compared to the pre-fired port diameters. In addition, the fuel surface along the length 

of the fuel grain was highly irregular, with certain sections swelling more than others. 

Representative images taken down the ports of different fired fuel grains can be found in Figure 

48. As a result of these issues, obtaining regression rate measurements using direct measurements 

of the port diameter was not practical, as doing so would result in inaccurate (or negative) 

regression rates.  

 

Figure 48: Representative images of the post-fired ports of different AB-epoxy fuel grains 
(A: test no. 3, B: test no. 4, C: test no. 5) 

To enable comparison with EDBB-epoxy and other solid fuels, the “effective” regression 

rate (i.e. the regression rate of the fuel had it regressed like a more conventional fuel) was estimated 

for each of the tests performed. For each of the fuel grains used, the mass, length, inner diameter, 

and outer diameter were measured for each fuel grain segment to determine the average fuel 

density. The effective final port diameter was than determined based on the final fuel mass and the 

average fuel grain density. From this effective port diameter, the change in fuel grain web thickness 

was calculated, after which the effective regression rate was calculated by dividing the change in 

web thickness by the burn duration.  
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The effective regression rates for each of the tests performed are plotted as a function of 

oxidizer mass flux in Figure 49. The values listed in parentheses next to each data point are the 

average chamber pressures measured for each test case.   Also included in the plot are the results 

obtained previously for EDBB-epoxy (80% EDBB by wt.) with WFNA using the same hybrid 

combustor used here [7]. As shown in the plot, the regression rates of the AB-based fuels rivaled 

the highest regression rates measured for the EDBB-based fuels. This is made more noteworthy 

based on the fact that the EDBB-based fuels grains used in this earlier study had a series of 8 2.54 

mm slots cut around the circumference of the port, resulting in a higher fuel surface area relative 

to the simple center perforated grain used here [7]. In addition, unlike the regression rate behavior 

of the EDBB-based fuels, which varied considerably from test-to-test, the effective regression rate 

of the AB fuels was almost constant across all four tests performed.  

 

Figure 49: Effective regression rate data for AB-Epoxy fuel grains with WFNA in 
comparison to EDBB-Epoxy with WFNA (Pfeil) [7]. The values listed in parentheses for 

each data point are the average chamber pressures during the full burn duration 

Unlike more conventional solid fuels, whose regression rates generally scales with the 

oxidizer mass flux, the AB-based fuels exhibited little to no dependence on the oxidizer mass flux 
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for the range of mass fluxes used here. In addition, the regression rate behavior of these fuels also 

showed no significant dependence on chamber pressure in notable contrast to that of the EDBB-

based fuels. This may suggest that the mechanism governing the mass flow rate of the AB-based 

fuels is fundamentally different from that of the foam layer theory by Pfeil for EDBB, where the 

chamber pressure strongly influenced regression rates  [7].  

Given the typical range of fuel consumed during each test (approximately 56-60%), the 

thermal decomposition of the AB may be one of the major factors driving the fuel mass flow rate. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of ammonia borane by Frueh et al. has shown that AB will 

undergo a significant mass loss of approximately 65% when heated from 98 ºC to approximately  

200-250 ºC [120]. Further heating of the AB did not result in additional mass loss until a 

temperature of 1170 ºC was reached, at which point an additional mass-loss phase occurred [120]. 

As the fuel grains used here consisted of 80% AB, assuming the fuel grain reached temperatures 

of 200-250 ºC, the AB contributions to the mass loss would be expected to be approximately 52%. 

The remaining mass loss would then be due to the epoxy component of the fuel grains being 

consumed as a more conventional solid fuel. As this thermal decomposition likely continued to 

some extent during the purge period, this would also have contributed to the low C* efficiencies 

discussed previously. This was demonstrated most clearly for the first test performed, where (as 

shown in Figure 50), the fuel continued burning with the ambient air for almost a full minute during 

the purge phase despite the WFNA flow shutting off after 3-4 seconds.  
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Figure 50: Image sequence from test no. 1, where thermal decomposition of the fuel grain 
resulted in the fuel continuing to burn for approximately 50-55 seconds after oxidizer shut-

off 

7.4 Conclusions 

The performance of ammonia borane-based fuel grains in a hypergolic hybrid rocket motor 

was successfully characterized for the first time in the open literature. For each of the 5 tests 

performed, hypergolic ignition of the fuel grain was achieved in all cases with no evidence of hard-

starts occurring. However, the rate at which the pressure built up within the combustion chamber 

was generally slow, with the combustor taking 3-4 seconds to reach steady-state operating 

conditions in some cases. Further optimization of the injector spray (increasing the fuel surface 

area wetted by the WFNA) and overall combustor design may help reduce the duration of this 

start-up transient period.  

In comparison to the earlier reported results for EDBB-based fuels with WFNA in a 

hypergolic hybrid motor, the AB-based fuels used here exhibited regression rates that, at slowest, 

rivaled the fastest observed for the EDBB-based fuels. Unlike these EDBB-based fuel grains 

however, the regression rate of the AB-based fuel grains showed little-to-no dependence on both 

chamber pressure and oxidizer mass flux. Instead, the fuel mass flow rate appears to be driven 

largely by the thermal decomposition of the ammonia borane. In each case, the total amount of 

fuel consumed was on par with the mass loss expected for the thermal decomposition of ammonia 
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borane heated beyond 200-250 ℃. Investigations of the thermal profiles present in the fuel grain 

during motor operation is necessary to confirm this, however.  

Assuming the thermal decomposition of AB is indeed the phenomena governing the fuel 

mass flow rate, it may introduce additional design/operation limitations to hybrid rockets utilizing 

ammonia borane-based fuels. Depending on the temperatures reached in the fuel grain, residual 

heat present in the fuel grain after the motor has extinguished may result in continued 

decomposition of the fuel. While this would likely not affect simpler flight/mission profiles with 

a single burn phase, flight profiles requiring shut-off and restart capability may necessitate shorter 

burn durations and careful grain design to limit the internal temperatures reached by the fuel. In 

addition, full consumption of the fuel may be impractical if this necessitates heating the fuel to 

beyond 1170 ºC to initiate the final thermal decomposition step for the AB, introducing potential 

“dry” weight to any systems using these fuels.  
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 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

Through the course of the various experimental efforts discussed throughout this 

dissertation, ammonia borane has been investigated for use as a potential fuel for use in hypergolic 

hybrid rocket systems. Using a small-scale hypergolic ignition drop test configuration, the ignition 

delay behavior of AB was characterized with white fuming nitric acid. For the neat material, a 

particle size dependency on the ignition delay was observed, with finer particles resulting in 

ignition delays as short as 0.6 milliseconds, some of the shortest ever reported for hypergolic solid 

fuels. To enable future testing efforts, a survey of available fuel binders was performed, and a 

series of compatibility tests performed to find a binder compatible for use with AB. Of the binders 

investigated, Sylgard-184 ® (a silicone elastomer based formulation) was found to result in 

properly curing fuel samples when mixed with AB. When tested with WFNA, these fuel samples 

resulted in ignition delays typically between 20-40 milliseconds, suggesting that this formulation 

may be suitable for use in a hypergolic hybrid rocket motor.  

As a means of potentially investigating the surface chemistry and combustion behavior of 

AB when reacting with WFNA (and other hypergolic oxidizers), the feasibility of using phosphor 

thermography to measure the surface temperature of reacting AB was investigated. As a proof-of-

concept study, this technique was adapted for use in measuring the surface temperature of burning 

nitrocellulose (a homogeneous solid propellant). Using a system operating at 10 Hz, the average 

surface temperature across the burning propellant surface was measured to be approximately 534 

K. These values were in good agreement with reference thermocouple data published previously 

for nitrocellulose (T=523 K). This demonstrated the viability for using phosphor thermography to 
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study the surface temperatures of energetic materials, particularly for measurements obtained 

through a flame. 

As an additional means of studying the combustion behavior and ignition dynamics of AB, 

a novel high speed multi-spectral imaging technique was developed. Unlike earlier spectral 

imaging efforts published elsewhere which focused primarily on studying hydrocarbon 

combustion, this work investigated the use of several boron based species (e.g. BO, BO2, HBO2, 

and the B-H stretch mode of AB and its assorted fuel decomposition products). Using a 

combination of a high speed visible and IR camera, simultaneous emissions from two species could 

be obtained, with the potential for additional species to be obtained simultaneously using 

additional cameras or more elaborate imaging configurations.  This technique was used to study 

the hypergolic ignition of AB with 70% nitric acid as well as the quasi-steady case of AB burning 

with air. During the ignition period, emissions from HBO2 were observed during the initial gas 

evolution state (prior to ignition), suggesting the rapid formation of HBO2 even at pre-ignition 

temperatures. The heat release resulting from the formation of HBO2 at the AB-nitric acid interface 

may help provide the energy necessary to decompose the AB/nitric acid as well as drive the thermal 

runaway eventually resulting in ignition. Once nitric acid was consumed/dispersed and the AB 

pellets began burning with the ambient air, a quasi-steady diffusion flame formed. Intensity 

profiles for the various species during this time revealed that the BO/BO2 emissions were strongest 

in the flame zone, where temperatures are expected to be the highest. Unexpectedly, the HBO2 

emissions reached their peak values within the inner (fuel rich) region of the flame, after which 

they gradually dropped off across the flame zone. This is seemingly contradictory to the current 

understanding that HBO2 is a stable product species, as the emission intensity would be expected 

to increase with temperature assuming the concentration remains roughly constant. Further 
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investigation of the temperature profiles in these flames as well as the emissions of the other boron 

oxides not investigated here (e.g. B2O2, B2O3, etc.) is necessary to say this conclusively, however. 

Given the short ignition delays for ammonia borane (and other amine-boranes), a side study 

investigating the impacts of adding these materials to tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA), was 

performed with the interest of providing an additional use case for these materials beyond hybrid 

rockets. For this work, ammonia borane, ethylenediamine bisborane, tetramethylethylenediamine 

bisborane, and triethylamine borane (a liquid amine-borane) were considered. Mixtures of 

TMEDA and TEB resulted in the shortest ignition delays as short as 3-4 milliseconds, shorter than 

those found for either fuel individually. Unfortunately, these fuel mixtures do not appear to be 

suitable for long-term use, as reactions between the TMEDA and TEB would result in the 

formation of TMEDABB over time. Despite being only sparingly soluble in TMEDA in some 

cases, the three solid amine boranes (AB, EDBB, and TMEDABB) resulted in the ignition delay 

of these solutions being 43-51% shorter than that of TMEDA itself. Gelled TMEDA fuel 

formulations with 5, 10, and 15% solid amine-borane by mass were also prepared and tested to 

allow for additive loadings beyond their respective solubility limit. For AB and EDBB however, 

increasing the additive loading beyond the solubility limit resulted in longer ignition delays. For 

TMEDABB, increasing the additive loading seemed to decrease the ignition delays, though the 

shortest ignition delays were still on par with the saturated TMEDA solutions. While their 

predicted performance with WFNA was less than that of the hydrazine-based fuels, the simplicity, 

reduced toxicity, and short ignition delays of the saturated TMEDA solutions could enable them 

to serve as safer alternatives to the standard hypergolic fuels currently in use. 

 Finally, using a small scale hybrid rocket motor, the behavior of fuel grains based on AB 

was characterized when tested with WFNA under typical motor conditions. For each of the tests 
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performed, hypergolic ignition of the fuel grain was achieved successfully in all cases. However, 

the duration of the pressure buildup phase was longer than expected, with most tests requiring 3-4 

seconds before reaching the steady-state/operating pressure was reached. Additionally, the C* 

efficiencies measured during the tests performed generally ranged from 66 to 76%, suggesting 

incomplete combustion of the fuel and oxidizer. These issues could likely be remedied in part 

through further optimization of the combustion chamber and injector design, however. In general, 

the fuel mass flow rates were much higher than expected based on earlier results obtained for 

EDBB-based fuel grains using this same hybrid combustor. Additionally, the regression rate of the 

AB-based fuels used here seemed to be independent of both the oxidizer mass flux and chamber 

pressure. The fuel mass flow rate instead appears to have been largely driven by the thermal 

decomposition of the AB, with the mass consumed for each test being on par with values expected 

for AB heated to approximately 200-250 ºC. Further study of the thermal profiles in the fuel grain 

during motor operation is necessary to confirm this, however.  

8.2 Future work 

Over the course of this broader research effort, several potential areas for future research 

were identified but were not pursued as part of this work due to time constraints or simply being 

beyond the scope of this work. If pursued, these potential avenues for future research would help 

build upon the work described throughout this document and provide additional information 

regarding ammonia borane based hypergolic fuels as well as the broader amine-borane family of 

fuels. 

As discussed in chapter 4, phosphor thermography has been shown to be a viable means of 

measuring surface temperatures for burning solid propellants. While the experimental system used 

for this work was limited to 10 Hz repetition rates, this technique could also be adapted for use 
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with higher repetition rate laser/detector systems, significantly improving the temporal resolution 

of these measurements. This technique has recently been adapted for use with a burst-mode laser 

system capable of 10-100 kHz laser repetition rates [121]. These repetition rates would result in 

temporal resolutions of 0.1 and 0.01 milliseconds, respectively. For most practically viable 

hypergolic propellants, the fuel and oxidizer are rapidly heated to combustion temperatures 

generally within 10-20 milliseconds following contact between the two. Utilizing phosphor 

thermography in conjunction with burst-mode laser systems could enable new insights into the 

ignition dynamics of ammonia borane as well as hypergolic hybrid propellants in general.  

As discussed in chapter 7, the fuel mass flow rate of the ammonia borane based fuels used 

here appears to be governed primarily by the thermal decomposition of the ammonia borane. As 

this behavior is fundamentally different from that of more conventional solid fuels used in hybrid 

rockets, further investigation of this behavior is warranted. As only a relatively small range of 

oxidizer mass fluxes and chamber pressures was investigated during the test campaign discussed 

in chapter 7, characterizing the behavior of these fuels across a wider range of operating conditions 

would help confirm or reject the theorized thermal decomposition governing mechanism. 

Supplementing these efforts with the use of an optically accessible hybrid rocket motor (such as 

the optical cylindrical combustor (OCC) utilized previously by Shark et al.) would allow for direct 

observation of the fuel grain under motor operating conditions [122]. 

Finally, methyl-substituted amine-boranes have been shown elsewhere to be highly soluble 

in methanol and other common solvents [123, 124]. To date, these materials have been investigated 

primarily for hydrogen storage applications. As such, the hypergolic nature of these materials has 

yet to be investigated. Given the high predicted solubility limits of these materials in methanol 

(56.6% for monomethylamine borane and 84.0% for dimethylamine borane), fuel solutions based 
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on these materials could serve as novel liquid hypergolic fuels that are less hazardous than the 

more conventional hydrazine-based fuels. In addition, it has been shown that eutectic solid 

mixtures of monomethylamine borane with ammonia borane can dramatically improve the 

solubility of these materials compared to either material alone [123, 124]. Given the high predicted 

performance of ammonia borane, this could help improve the predicted performance of these fuel 

solutions by both improving the overall AB mass fraction while also reducing the total solvent 

weight fraction. Given the low melting temperatures of these eutectic mixtures (approximately 38-

42 ºC), there exists the potential to eliminate the use of lower energy solvents, assuming these 

materials are stable at these elevated temperatures. If sufficiently hypergolic and thermally stable, 

these MMAB-AB eutectic mixtures have the potential to serve as high performance fuels in both 

conventional hypergolic hybrid and liquid rocket systems, with predicted performance that rivals 

(or surpasses) the standard MMH-NTO hypergolic combination (as shown in Figure 51). 
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Figure 51: Predicted performance of various proposed hypergolic fuels based on methyl-
substituted amine boranes (Note: all calculations performed with WFNA unless otherwise 

noted). 
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APPENDIX A: HYBRID COMBUSTOR PLUMBING AND 
INSTRUMENTATION DIAGRAM 

 
Figure A.1: Plumbing and instrumentation diagram used for hypergolic hybrid 
rocket motor 
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Figure A.2: Labview VI used to run hypergolic hybrid motor tests 
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Figure A.3: Instrumentation and valve list for hypergolic hybrid motor flow system 
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APPENDIX B: HYPERGOLIC HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR TEST 
PROCEDURES 
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